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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, APPELLANT

v.
THE PIDLADELPHIA. NATION AL BANK AND
TRUST CORN EXCHANGE BANK

GmARo

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATl!JS DISTRIOT OOURT FOR
'l'HE ]J)A.S'l'BRN DIS'l'RIOP OF PBNNSYLV.ANIA

:BRIEF FOR THE UNITED STATES

OPINION BELOW

The opinion of the district court (R. 3629) is reported at 201 F. Supp. 348.
3'UlUSDIOTION

The judgment of the district court was entered on
January 15, 1962 (R. 3669) and the notice of appeal
was filed on February 26, ;J.962 (R. 3671). This
Court noted probable jurisdiction on May 21, 1962
(R. 3673; 369 U.S. 883).
The jurisdiction of this Court is conferred by Section 2 of the Expediting Act of February 11, 1903,
32 Stat. 823, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 29.
(l)

2
QUESTIONS PRESENTED

The principal questions presented are:
1. Whether the agreement to merge The Philadelphia National Bank and Girard Trust Corn Exchange
Bank involves a combination in unreasonable restraint of trade prohibited by Section 1 of the Sherman Act.
2. Whether the proposed merger violates Section 7
of the Olayton .A.ct because its effect may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a
monopoly.
The following subsidiary questions are also presented:
3. Whether the anti-competitive effects of the
merger are to be measu1·ed by its effects in Phlladelphia and the three contiguous cotmties, which is
not only the area in which all of the defendants'
'
offices are located but also the area for which their
banking services are preponderantly rendered.
4. Whether the proposed merger is subject to
Section 7 of the Clayton Act.
STATUTES INVOLVED

Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 26 Stat. 209, as
amended, 15 U.S.C. 1, provides in pertinent part:
SEC. 1. Every contract, combination in the
form of trust ·o r otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several
States, or with :foreign nations, is declared to
be illegal * * *. Every person who shall make
any contract or engage in any combination or
conspiracy declared * * * to be illegal shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor * * *.
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Section 7 of the Clayton .A.ct, 38 Stat. 731, as
.amended, 64 Stat. 1125, 15 U.S.C. 18, provides in
:pertinent part:
, SEc. 7. No corporation engaged in commerce
shall ac-quire, directly or indirectly, the whole
or any part of the stock or other share capital
and no corporation subject to the jurisdiction
of the Federal Trade Commission shall acquire
the whole or any part of the assets of another
corporation engaged also in commerce, where
in any. line of commeree in any section of the

country, the effect of such acquisition may be
substantially to lessen competition, or to tend
to create a monopoly.

*

*

*

*

*

Section 18 ( c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance .A.ct
is set :forth in the .Appendix, infra, pp. 83-84.
STATEMENT

This )s a civil proceeding brought by the United
States under Section 4 of the Sherman Act and Section 15 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 4, 25, to enjoin
a proposed merger of The Philadelphia National
Bank ("PNJ3'') and Girard Trust Corn Exchange
Bank ("Girard"). The government charged that
the defendants had entered into an agTeement to
merge which constitutes a combination in unreasonable restraint of trade, in violation of Section 1 of
the Sherman Act, and that the merger, if carried out,
might have the effect of substantially lessening competition or tending to create a monopoly, in violation
-0f Section 7 of the Clayton Act. The suit was jn-

4

stituted immediately following consent to the proposed'
merger by the Comptroller of the Currency.1
Following trial of the issues, the district court dismissed the complaint upon the ground that no antitrust violation had been established. No actual
merger has as yet been effected nor, under the stipulation of the parties, will there be any merger pending"
determination of the present appeal.
DEFENDANTS' LEADING POSI'.l'ION AND TREIB GROWTH BY
MERGER

PNB and Girard are old, established Philadelphia
banks, and today rank: second and third in size among
the banks of· that city (Fdgs. 7, 12, 394, R. 3326, 33278, 3416) .2 .At the end of June 1960 PNB's total assets
were over $1,000,000,000, and those of Girard over
$740,000,000 (Fdg. 93a, R. 3501). Their combined
assets constitute more than 39 percent of the total
Under Section 18 (c) 0£ the Federal Deposit Insuranoo
Act, as amended by the Bank Merger Act of 1960 (Appendix,.
infra p. 83) no bank insured under the Act may merge or con""
solidate with another insured bank (where the continuing bank
is to be a national bank) without prior consent by the
Comptroller.
2
The :findings of :fact requested by the Government were
numbered 1 to 600 (R. 3325-34:78), 11nd those requested by
the defendants were numbered 1 to 207' (R. 3489-3518) . Thedistrict court affirmed, by number, certain of the findings S<>
requested (R. 3664-5). To distinguish affirmed Governmentrequested .findings from affirmed defense-requested findings, as
to the latter the letter "a" will follow the finding number.
E.g., Fdg, 1 refers to the finding numbered 1 in the Government's request and Fdg. 1a to the finding numbered 1 in the
defendants' request.
GX will be used to designate Government exhibits, and DX
to desigfrate defense exhibits.
1

5

.assets of all Philadelphia commercial banks ( GX 8,
R. 2362). Both have excellent management (R. 843)
.and are in a -s trong financial condition (Fdgs. 11, 15,
.R. 3327, 3328). They render, and compete with each
other in rendering, all recognized types of banking
•
3
:service.

Each bank has been a party to numerous mergers,
which have enabled each vastly to increase its re:sources, to build up many aspects of its banking service, and to acquire many new branches and thereby
«~omprehensively cover the four-county ·area outside of
which a bank having Philadelphia headquarters is not
:permitted to operate.•
The defendants' merger history, as set forth in their
.application to the Comptroller for approval of their
lllerger (GX 57, R. 2423), is, in brief outline, as
:follows: .
In 1926 the fourth largest bank in Philadelphia
merged with PNB, then "much the largest bank" in
the city (R. 2440). There followed two years later a
Th&Se include granting both secured and unsecur~d loans
to corporations and individuals; handling demand deposits,
·time deposits) and sn.vings accounts; administ;ering trusts for
both individuals and cotporations (including pension and profit
·sharing funds); acting as corrMpondent for out-of-city banks;
:acting for corporations as fiscal agent, stock transfer agent,
!bond and coupon paying agent, etc. (Fdgs. 316-372, R. 3401J.O).
4
The district court correctly stated that Pennsylvania. Ja,w
-permits a commercial bank to have offices only in the political
.community '{,eoun.ty:) in which its main office is situated and
:any county c0ntiguous thereto (R. 3652). The counties to
·which a, Philadelphia bank is thus conlined ax-e P11i1adelphia.
(coterminous with the city of Philadelphia), Bucks, J?efaware
:and Montgomery (ibid.).
· "';
8
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merger with another bank (itself the product of a
recent merger), the merging banks being Philadelphia's "two biggest national banks'' (R. 2441). During the years 1951-1958 PNB merged with nine
additional banks, two of which had Philadelphia headquarters and the other seven, headquarters in one or
the other of the three contiguous counties (R. 2441-4).
Girard's first significant merger came in 1951 and
involved a Philadelphia bank which was ahead of
Girard in total assets, in deposits, and in loans, and
which also had 12 strategically located city offices (R..
2445-6). The merger path was resumed in 1953,
again in 1954, and was further pursued in 1957 and
1958 (R. 2446-8). Thereby there came into the
Girard fold two Philadelphia banks, two banks with
offices in Montgomery County, and one bank with
offices in Delaware County (R. 2446; Fdgs. 452, 456,
R. 3440, 3442).
Most of the growth of each defendant since the early
1950's has been the result of mergers, that is, of the
absorption of competitors. Thus, at the time the present action was commenced PNB had 27 offices, 18 of
which, or two-thirds, had been acquired by; merger
(Fdgs. 7-8, R. 3326). Of Gi:rard's 38 present offices,
32, or 84 percent, catne to it by way of merger (Fdgs..
12-13, R. 3328). The showing as to assets is similar.
For the 10-year period 1950-1959 inclusive, me1·gers
contributed 59 percent of PNB 's growth and 85 percent of Girard's growth (GX 197, R. 2904).15
r; PNB: Total growth, $321>54:1,000; growth by merger, $189,840,000. Girard: Total growth, $515,919)000; growth by merger,
$438,597,000 (R. 2904).

7

Coincident· with the foregoing merger-attributable
growth on the part of the defendants, there has been a
steep, almost spectacular, decline in the number of
conunercial banks (1) in Philadelphia and (2) in the

overlapping four-county area. There were 33 comm~r
cial banks with Philadelphia headquarters in 1950, 20
in 1955 and only 14 in 1960, a 58 percent decline in
this 10-year period (GX 183, R. 2878). The number
of commercial banks ·w ith headquarters in the fourcounty area fell from 108 in 1947 to 42 in 1960, a 61
percent decline (GX 184, GX 185, R. 2879).
THE PROPOSED MERGER .A.ND THE ACTION TAKEN THEREON

The defendants had discussed a merger of their
banks "seriously and at great length" early in 1956
(GX 57, R. 2437), following a 1955 merger of two
other Philadelphia banks which ousted PNB from its
position as the largest bank in Philadelphia (R. 843).
The discussions were disc.ontinued because in the opinion of both bank managements a further ''shake-down
period'' was necessary for a sound evaluation of the
respective banks' :Potential earning power, and to
work out minor operating p1·oblems, following prior
mergers to which both banks had been parties (GX 57,
R. 2437-8).
Merger negotiations were resumed in April 1960 and
eventuated in agreement (Fdgs. 20-21, R. 3331) . The
basic agreement was that the banks merge or consolidate under the charter of PNB, that PNB shares remain outstanding as shares of the merged bank, and
that each Girard share be converted into 1.2875 shares

8

of the merged bank (GX 117, R. 2717; GX 119, R.
2719, 2721-2). The merger proposal thus negotiated
was presented to and approved by the boards of directors on November 15, 1960, and application for con..
sent of the Comptroller of the Currency was filed in
Washington on the same day (Fdg. 22, R. 3331).
The Bank Merger .A.ct (.Appendix, inf'ra, p. 83),
makes bank mergers illegal without consent thereto
by the Comptroller, the Federal Reserve Board,
or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
("FDIC"), 6 and requires the banking agency authorized to grant or withhold consent to take into
oonsidel·ation. in addition to certain specified banking
factors/ "the effect of the transaction on competition
(:including any tendency toward monopoly)." Furthermore, the .Act provides that '' [i Jn the interests of
uniform. standards,'' the agency whose consent is
sought shall, before acting on a proposed merger, request a report on "the competitive factors involved"
from the other two banking agencies empowered to
pass on hank mergers and the Attorney General.
6

Where, us here, the resulting bank is to be a national bank

the consent which is requisite is that o:f the Comptroller.
About one-third of the banks in the United States are national banks. Mergers where the resulting bank is under state
charter are subject to the consent of the Federal Reserve Board
(if the resulting bank is a member of the Federal Reserve system) oi: of the Federal Deposit Insurance Co. (if the l'esulting
bank is a. 110mnember insured bn.nk).
1
These factors are similar to those governing the issunnce of
certificates set :forth in Section 6 o:f the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 12 U.S.C. 1816. See S. Rep. 196, 86th Cong., 1st Sess.,
p. 2.

.9

Since the Oomptroller did not order a public hearing on the PNB-Girard application, 8 the facts and
considerations which he had before him were those
presented ea; parte by the applicants, such :further
facts and views as his staff may have developed and
presented, and the reports on competitive effect submitted by the F.ederal Reserve Board, FDIC, and
the Attorney General.
The report of the Federal Reserve Board is GX 161
(R. 2822). The Board stated that the competitive
effeet of the proposed merger was to be judged with
reference to competitive impact in the four-county
Philadelphia area (R. 2823-4, 2828-30). It said
that PNB and First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust
are at present "fairly close to being equal in competitive power", and that the next three banks ''are not
so :far behind as to be unable to furnish them with
strong competition'', but that on consummation of the
proposed merger "this situation would change
sharply," and the resulting bank ''would be far ahead
of any other bank" (R. 2831-3) . The extent to which
the present relatively balanced competitive situation
would be altered should the merger be effected was
illustrated, the Board said, by taking the total dee While the Bank Merger Act does not require a hearing on
applications .for consent to a merger, the Federnl Reserve
Board has ordered public hearings on certain applications involving interests of considerable magnitude (comparable to the
P~B-Gir11rd applica.tion), on the ground that it wns in the publie interest to afford interested persons an opportunity to express their views and opinions in a public hearing befOTe the
Board. Subsequent to the PNB-Girard merger, the Comptroller's office also has held public hearings on some important
merger applications.

·

10
posits of the bank with the largest deposits as 100
and comparing them percentagewise, before and after
merger, with the deposits of the nearest competitors.
The comparison thus made showed (R. 2833) :
Ile/ore
Merner

After
Merger

Bank N'o. 1----------------------100
100
l3anlr N'o. 2---------------------- 91
62
Bank N'o. 3--- - --- - ------... --..... --- 65
28
Bn.nk N'o. 4-~-------------------- 45
26
Bank N'o. 5---------------------- 42
15
The Board's conclusion was that the proposed
merger ''·would substantially le.ssen ·both existing and
potential competition", and that the resulting bank
"would obtain a dominant position, with attending
competitive advantages, strongly adverse to the p1•eservation of effeetive competition" (R. 2834).
The FDIC report (GX 163, R. 2845), while 1·ecognizing that the defendant banks serve the "Delaware. Valley'' area to some extent, stated that :for the
purpose of scheduling "competing banks" only those
iD; the four-county Philadelphia area were to be included .. (R. 2848). The report noted that in the 10year period, 1950- 1959, inclusive, the number o.f banks
in that area had fallen more than 50 percent and that
the seven largest banks had increased their share of
the area's total commercial bank resources from about
61 percent to about 90 percent (R. 2850). It concluded that merger of the second and third largest
Philadelphia banks would ''contribute further" to this
"trend in concentration" and resulting "lessening of
competition," and would ''adversely affect competition to a significant degree'' (R. 2857).

11

The .Attorney General in bis report ( GX 162,
R~ 2834) reached the following conclusions conce-:rning the competitive effect of the proposed merger in
-the fom~-county Philadelphia area: (1) The proposed
new bank .would obtain important competitive ad-vantages over smaller banks and its creation would
probably lead to further realignments by way of
merger. (2) There would be a substantial increase
in banking concentration and tendency toward monop-0ly. (3) ~ important alternative source of banking services would be eliminated. ( 4) The substantial
.existing competition between the applicant banks
would be eliminated (R. 2844-2845).
The Comptroller gave his consent to the proposed
merger on February 24, 1961, despite the adverse
-:reports of the other agencies, and the United States
filed its complaint the :following day (Fdgs. 27-28,
R. 3334). The Comptroller's statement of the basis
for his approval of the merger, incorporated in his
.annual report to Congress, shows that he concluded
-that, in vie'v of the "beneficial" effects o:f the merger
upon international and national competition, "the
over-all effect upon competition would not be unfavor.able '~ (GX 164, R. 2861).11 In this statement he :furg The Bank Merger Act requires each of the banking agen·cies authorized to act thereunder to set forth in its annual
report to Congress the mergers to which it has given its
-consent, together with a "statement * * * of the basis for its
approval" (App., infra, p. 84). We refe~ above to the
·Comptroller's "st!ltement" concerning his PNB-Girn.rd merger
ruling, included in his annual report to Congress, because this
:statement furnishes the only information as to the grounds for
the .ruling. At the time the ruling was made it was not the

'

'
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ther said that the barlk created by merging Philadelphia's second and third largest banks "would be in.
the :first rank of .American :financial institutions,'' and
"would be far better able to serve the convenience·
and needs of its community by being of material
assistance to its city and state in their efforts to-attract new industry and to retain existing industry',.
(ibid.).
THE DISTRICT COURT'S DECISION

After a two-months trial commencing on June 5,,
1961, the district court on January 15, 1962, filed an.
opinion holding that no antitrust violation had been
established.
The court held, with respect to the applicability of'
the antitrust laws, (1) the Comptroller's consent to.
the merger of the defendants, as required by the Bank
Merger Act, did not exempt the merger from the anti-·
trust laws (R. 3638-42) ; and (2) the prohibitions of
Section 7 of the Clayton .Act do not run, as to banks,,
against asset acquisitions ; the proposed merger involved an asset acquisition; and it therefore was not
within Section 7 (R. 3642-6). .Although the latter·
holding left open only the issue of violation of section
1 o:f the Sherman .A.ct, the court stated that, in the.
interest of a final determination of all antitrust violations charged in the complaint, it would rule on these•
pra.ctice of the banking agencies to file any formal opinion~
or report in support 0£ rulings on merger applications, and

the letter notifying PNB of the Comptroller's favorable ruling·
merely stated that, after considering the various factors referred to in the Bank Merger .Act, he had found that thei
merger "will be m tlte public interest" (DX 14, R. 304:9).
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charges on the wrguendo assumption that the Clayton
Act "is applicable in all respects" (R. 3646).
The court agreed with the gove1·nment that commercial banking was a relevant i>roduct market, but
rejected the government's contention that the relevant
geographic market was the four-county Philadelphia
area, and indicated that the market "at the very least"
comprised five Pennsylvania and three New Jersey
counties, "or the ten-county area referred to by the
defendants 10 and definitely New York City"; and
probably encompassed "the greater part of the northeastern United States" "(R. 3653-4). The remainder
of the court's decision was based on the O/rguendo assumption that the Philadelphia four-county area was
the relevant geographic market (ibid.).
The court discussed what it considered to be the
"relevant factors" under Section 7 of the Clayton
Act (R. 3655-3661) and concluded that the merger
would not violate Section 7 because:
In summary, it can be said that although the
merger will increase concentration to the percentage :figures given,11 the merged bank would
have no }>ower to control the price and supply
of credit, nor could it dominate the market in
any manner. .And, although a direct substantial competitor will be eliminated, the only
competent testimony upon the subject estab-

---This ten-county

area comprised the four-county · Philadelphia area and "portions" of six out-of-state counties, five in
New Jersey and one in Delaware (GX 57, R. 2487).
11 The reference is to the court's .findings, at R. 3657, that the
merged bank would have 37 percent of all the assets, 34: percent of all the loans, and 36 percent of all the deposits of all
commercial banks with head offices in the four-county area.
20
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lishes that comI>etition will be more vigorous
after the merger. Also, although the commereial banking field is not an easy one to enter, it
cannot be concluded that a new bank will not
be established in the four-county area in the
future. Finally, although the defendants have
engaged in prior mergers, these mergers have
had valid business purposes as the motivating
force.
The court summarily disposed of the Sherman .Act
charge by saying that a merger which does not 'Violate
the former statute "can hardly be held to violate the
more stringent standards'' of the latter (R. 3662).
In addition, the court held that any restraint of trade
resulting from the merger met the ''reasonable'' test
of the Sherman Act (R. 3663) under the standards
set forth in United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 834
U.S. 495.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

I

In the absence of immunity, banking is subject to
the antitrust laws, like any other form of interstate
and foreign commerce. No sueh immunity was provided in the Bank Merger Act. Congress imposed an
additional check on banking concentration, by requiring consent of designated federal agencies for mergers,
but made clear that this "would not in any way affect
the applicability" of the antitrust laws. S. Rep. 196,
86th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 3. No implied exemption
arises from the mere existence of regulatory approval
of mergers. See California v. Federal Powe1· Commission, 369 U.S. 482. Moreover, contrary to the be·

i5
lief of the district court, the force o:f the antitrust
laws as to mergers is not limited by the existence o:f
regulatory control over some other aspect.s of banking.
II

Preliminary to determinjng whether the merger of
Philadelphia National and Girard violates the antitrust laws, it is necessary to determine the area of effective competition-both as to the product market
and the geographic market.
.A. The district court correctly held that, in this
case, commercial banking is the most relevant ''product'' ·market. PNB and Girard compete with each
other in every aspect of their commercial banking
business. From the standpoint of customers, eomme1·cial banking provides unique services which pervade
its ftmctions and no other :financial institution is reasonably interchangeable with it.
B. Contrary to the decision below, the Philadelphia
four-county area-in which defendants primarily
operate-is the most relevant geographic market in
which to consider the effects of the merger on competition. All of defendants' banking offices are located
within the four-county area (as required by law), and
by far the greater part of their deposits, loans and
trust accounts originate within it. Defendants' justifications of their prior expansion by mergers demonstrate that banking customers need and deal generally

with local banks. And in their reports on this merger,
the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. stressed that the principal competitive impact would fall within the four-county area.
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Smee the great majority of banking customers in th~
four-county area can turn only to banks in this area
for the services they need, the four-county area is the
relevant market.
III

The proposed merger of the second and third largest
banks ill the market, which together control mo:re than
one-third the business, violates Section 1 of the Sherman Act.
A. The proposal to merge PNB and Girard would
unite two huge, thriving banks which actively compete
with each other for a vast volume of business. .All of
this competition, whieh embraces every aspect of defendants' business, would be completely eliminated by
the merger. The record dxamatizes this fact by showing the present vigorous competition between PNB
and Girard and the adverse impact upon their customers from eliminating it.
The guiding principles under the Sherman .Act are
set out in a series of decisions from N orthe1-n Secttrities Go. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197, to United
States v. Southern Pacific Go-> 259 U.S. 214, in which
the Court invalidated mergers of major railroads because of the elimination of the merging companies'
inter sese competition, without reference to the scope
and strength of ~emaining competition. These authorities are determinative of illegality here.
The controlling force of the railroad merger cases
is not d:im:inished by the more recent decision in
United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495,
upholding an acquisition by U.S. Steel of a western
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steel fabricator. In dealing with the horizontal effects
of that transaction, the Court did not hold that elimination of inter sese competition by merger can never
of itself violate Section 1. Stressing the uncertainty
and lack of significance of the government's showing
as to the companies' market shares, the Court indicated val'ious factors bearing upon the substantiality
of competition which were to be considered. In these
circumstances, the Court held that the factual situations in the railroad cases were too "dissimilar" to
furnish guidance on whether "the competition which
will be e]iminated" in the case before it was ''suffi.cient". Here, in contrast, there is no question that
very substantial competition is being eliminated in the
merger of PNB and Girard and this in itself is sufficient to establish the violation.
B. Moreover, even if Oolumbia Steel requires examination of other market factors, such examination
confirms the conclusion that the proposed merger is
unlawful. The merger would accelerate a dangerous
trend towards concentration iI1 banking. In ten years
(1950-1960), mergers have reduced by 61 percent the
number of cominercial banks with head offices in the
Philadelphia four-county area. If this me1~ger of the
second and third largest banks in the area is valid,
the Sherman .Act is no bar to elimination of all but
a few firms.
The immediate dominance of the merged PNBGirard is striking in absolute and r elative terms. The
merged bank would have 36 percent of all deposits,
34 percent of all net loans, and 37 percent of all bank- ,
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ing assets. Wbile 41 banks would remain in the area
after this merger, by far the greater number of these
ai>e much smaller institutions and emergence of such
a dominant firm would be to the detriment of banking customers and to the smaller competing banks.
Finally, no mitigating factors justify the restraint on
competition. Even if such factol·s were relevantt
which we deny, the evidence refutes defendants' contentions that the merger will significantly increase
competition for very large loans (above $8,000,000)
or will substantially benefit Philadelphia by bringing
new business to the area. Defendants' hypothetical
benefits cannot outweigh the restraint to competition,
and the injury to existing customers, which would
clearly result from the merger.

IV
A. Section 7 of the Clayton .Act applies to this merger. As amended in 1950, Section 7 prohibits stock
and asset acquisitions having the proscribed anticompetitive effects, but the clause covering asset acquisitions is limited to corporations under the jurisdiction
of the Federal Trade Commission and, therefore, does
not extend to banks. The congressional purpose in
1950 to check the tide of mergers precludes treating a
statutory merger as an "assets" acquisition since this
would exempt banks and other impo1·tant economic
interests f:rom the antimerger prohibitions contained
in Section 7. Moreover, statutory mergers are very
different from asset acquisitions. .A merger provides
for the bringing together of two going concerns by the
exchange of stock; in essential elements, it closely re-
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sembles stock acquisitions. A merger. similar to the
one here was treated by this Court as a stock acquisition for S.ection 7 purposes in Brown Shoe Go. v.
United States, 370 U.S. 294.
B. In B1·own Shoe Oo., this Court :fo1'mul.ated the
criteria governing the lawfulness of mergers under
Section 7. Applying these tests, the proposed merger
plainly violates Section 7.
ARGUMENT

I
BANK. M~GERS, LIKE ANY OTHER MERGERS AFFECTING
INTERSTATE COMMERCE, ARE SUBJECT TO 'rHE PROHIBITIONS OF THE AN~ITRUST LAWS

It is well settled that, in the absence of immunity,
banking as well as every other form of :interstate and
foreign trade is subject to the antitrust laws. In
United States v._ South-Easte rn Underw1ite1·s Association, 322 U.S. 533, 553, the Court said in describing
the Sherman Act:
Language more comprehensive is difficult to
conceive. On its face it shows a carefully studied attempt to bring withln the .A.ct every person engaged in business whose activities might
restrain or monopolize commercial intercourse
among the states.
A general application of the Act to all combinations of business and capital organized to
suppress commercial competition is in harmony
with the spirit and impulses of the times which
gave it birth. * * *
1
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Finding· no conclusive evidence that Congress "specifically intended to exempt insurance companies fxom
the all-inclusive scope of the Sherman Act" (p. 560),
the Court held that they were subject to that Act
because (p. 561) :
Hav:ing power to enact the Sherman Act, Congress did so ; if exceptions are to be written
into the .Act, they must come :from the Congress,
not this court.
This precept is as applicable to banking as it is to
insurance. It is also as true of the Clayton Act as it
is of the Sherman Act. In Tr-ansolriM rica Corp. v.
Boan! of Gove1·nors of Fede1·al Reserve System, 206
F. 2d 163, 166 ( O..A. 3), certiorari denied, 346 U.S.
901, in rejecting the claim that Congress did not
intend the Clayton Act to apply to banks, the court
said:
We find nothing in the legislative history,
however, to indicate that Congress did not intend by Section 7 to exercise its power under
the commerce clause of the Constitution to the
fullest extent. The avowed purpose of the
Clayton .A.ct was to supplement the Sherman
Act, 15 U.S.C..A. §§ 1-7, 15 note, by arresting
in their :incipiency those acts and practices
which might ripen into a violation of the latter
act. Since the general language of the Sherman Act was designed by Congress ''to go to
the utmost extent of its constitutional power in
restraining ·trust and monopoly agreements"
* * * the supplemental general language of the
Clayton .Act was undoubtedly intended to have
the same all inclusive scope.
1
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A. THE BANK MEnGER ACT, WHICH PROHIBITS IlANX MERGERS UN-

LESS A DESIGNATED FEDERAL BANKING AGENCY

rus

CONSENTED

THERETO, DOES NOT EXEMPT FROM THE .AN'l'l'l'RUST LAWS M:ERGERS
FoR• WHIOH THE REQUIRED CONSENT l:IAS BEEN GIVEN

1. The court below properly held that its jurisdiction under the antitrust laws was not impaired by
:passage of the Bank Merger Act of 1960. In so holdip.g, the court relied primarily on the statements, contained in ·both the House and Senate Committee Reports on the bill, that the Act would not affect ''in
any way'' the application of the antitrust laws to
bank mergers; these statements, the court thought,
were ·"much too explicit to be ignored or explained
away" (201 F. Supp. at 357). We submit that the
district court's decision, in this respect, was entfrely
correct.
The legislative history of the Bank Merger .Act
shows pl~inly that Congress considered the two sets
of statutes to be complementary rather than repugnant. The :Bank Merger .A.ct was enacted because
Congress was deeply concerned over the unchecked
tide of bank mergers and because it was dissatisfied
both with the liberality of the banking agencies in
appl'oving mergers and with the failure of the Department of Justice to attack bank mergers under the antitrust laws. Thus, the Senate Report (S. Rep. No.
196, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 1959) stated:
Bank mergers are generally considered to be
covered by the restrictions of the Sherman
.Antitrust Act, but up to this year, no proceed~
ing under the Sherman .Antitrust .A.ct bad been
instituted which involved a bank .merger or
consolidation. * * * [p. 1]
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In short, at the present time many, perhaps
most, bank mergers can proceed with little o:r
no consideration of competitive factors. [p. 2]

*

*

*

*

*

The large numbers of mergers in recent years,
the vast resources involved in these mergers,
and the increases in the size of the largest
banks, particularly those which have grown
through mergers, all give rise to concern for
the maintenance of vigorous competition in the
banking system and in the industry and commerce served by the banking system. [p. 8]
Motivated by a purpose of imposing an additional
check on the processes of concentration in the banking
industry, Congress was careful to make it clear that
the new act would not defeat the application of the
most significant existing check, the antitrust laws.
Thus, Senator Robertson, sponsor of the Bank Merger
Act and Chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, which reported the bill, stated:
The bill seeks to make mergers of banks more ·
difficult. As I have previously said, the bill
does not affect in any way the present antitrust laws. [105 Cong. Rec. 8131.]
For these reasons both the Senate and House Committee Reports on the bill stated in virtually identieal
language that '' S. 1062 would not in any way affect
the applicability" of the antitrust laws to bank
mergers. Senate Repor.t, supra, at p. 3; H. Rep.
No. 1416, 86th Cong., 2d Sess., 1960, p. 9.
In sum, the Bank Merger Act was addressed to
the agencies with regulatory powers over banks, not
to the courts in antitrust cases. Congress plainly
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contemplated that particular mergers might pass
muster under the Bank Merger Act and nevertheless
be invalidated under the antitrust laws. .Accordingly,
there is no room for the argument that the antitrust
laws were .. displaced in whole or part by the Bank
Merger ..A.ct.12
2. Even if the legislative history of the Bank
~1erger Act were less clear, there would be no basis
for the appellees' contention below that, despite the
lack of a specific exemption, the .A.ct impliedly exempted approved mergers fxom the antitrust laws because antitrust standards must be deemed to be
12

Defendants aJso argued below that an intention to grant
e:xemption could be inferred from the defeat of a proposed
amendment to the Bank l\forger Act which would have added
an n.ntit2'ust "savings" clause. Neither the debate on that
clause nor its outcome establishes any such intention on the
part of Congress. Indeed, Congressman Celler, the author of
that proposal, specifically stated:
In these circumstances, I suggest-aolely for tlie. purpose
of clarifwation-an "antitrust savings" clause identical
with tha.t conta.ined in section 11 of the Bank Holding
Company Act and providing that nothing in the bill
supersedes any provision of the antitrust laws.
Wliile such a povidm woUld not add to tlie. bill from
a substanmve standpoint, it would avoid needless controversy and possible litigation involving the contention
that the strictures of the Sherman and Clayton Acts had
been nullified by the provisions of the pending bill. [Hearings on S. 1062 before Subcommittee No. 2, House Committee on Banking a.nd Currency, 86th Cong., 2d Sess.,
1960, pp. 146-14'7; emphasis added.]
See also, Hearings on S. 1062 bef-0re the Sennte Committ.ee
on Banking and Currency, 86th Cong., lst Sess., 1959, p. 86.
Compare this Court's treatment of the repeal of a previously
enacted sn.vings cln.use in United States v. R.0.A., 358 U .S.
1

334, 344-345.
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repugnant with the "public interest" standard under
·which the Comptroller grants or withholds approval.
That contention is foreclosed by the decision in Oalifo1·nia v. Federal Powe1· Commission, 369 U.S. 482,
where the CoUl't poll;.ted to the heavy burden imposed
upon those who seek to spell out antitrust exemptions
by implication (369 U.S. at 485-486) :
Immunity from the antitrust laws is not
lightly implied. * * *"'When there are two acts
upon the same subject, the :rule is to give effect
to both if possible." [Citing United States v.
Bo rden Oo., 308 U.S. 188, 198.] * * * Here, as
in United States v. R.O.A., 358 U.S. 334, while
"antitrust considerations" are relevant to the
issue of "public interest, convenience, and necessity" (id., at 351), there is no "pervasive
regulatory scheme" (ibid.) including the antitrust laws that has been entJ:usted to the Commission. .And see Nationa.z Broadcasting Oo.
v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 223. Under
the Inte1·state Co:mmel'ce .Act, mergers of car·
riers that are approved have an antitrust immunity, as § 5(11) of that Act specifically
provides that the caITiers involved "shall be
and they are hereby relieved from the operation of the antitrust laws * * *." See lYicLean T1·uoking Oo. v. United States, 321 U.S.
67.
There is no comparable provision under the
Natural Gas Act. * * *
Finding no necessary conflict between the antitrust
laws and the "public interest'' standard under which
the Commission, like the Comptroller here, was to
pass on a proposed merger application, the Court
1
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held that no antitrust exemption ai·ises from the mere
circumstance that the transaction was approved by
an administrative agency under a ''public interest"
standard. The same result would follow in the p.resent case even in the absence of the clear legislative
history supporting that conclusion.
B, :BANK 11!ERGEil8 ARE SUBJEOT TO 'l'HE ANTITimST LAWS .ALTHOUGH.
VARIOUS ASFEOT.S OF THE OPERATIONS OF BANKS ARE REGULA'l'ED
BY STATE OR FEDERAL LA.W

A number of :findings proposed by the defendants
and approved by the district court appear intended
to attach :particular significance to the :fact that certain commercial banking practices are regulated by

law (Fdgs. · 28a-39a, R. 3492-3) .13 But neither the
existence of i·egulation of- aspects of the banking business nor the effects of regulation upon competition
in the areas in which it applies can serve to limit the
general applicability to banks of the antitrust laws.
1. The district court was of the opinion that the
broad principles of law. enunciated in antitrust cases
involving commercial and industrial organizations
do not apply with the same force and effect to a ''reg·u1ated·" industry as to one in the so-called "free enterprise'; :field (R. 36351. However, in dealing with
industries subject to broad regulation, this Court has
frequently ·considered the question whether the regulatory legislation conferred exemption from the
antitrust laws, and in these deeisj.ons it has always
Commercial banks are not permitted to pay interest on demand. deposits and the maximum interest which they may pay
on time and savings deposits is prescribed (Fdg. 13a, R. 3490).
The banks are also subject to supervision and regulation designed to assure the safety and liquidity of their assets and investments (Fdgs. 22a-23a, R. 3491).
13
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applied the antitrust laws with full force and effect
to conduct not specifically exempted.14
The district court's view .was, we believe, properly
laid to rest in the numerous cases in which this Court
held that the application of the Sherman .Act to railroads is in nowise limited by reason of the fact that
many aspeets of the railroads' business are strictly
regulated (see, e.g., United States v. Union Pacific
R.R. Oo., 226 U.S. 61; United States v. Soitthern Par
cifio Oo., 259 U~S. 214) and the early rate-fixing cases
(United States v. Freight Association, 166 U.S. 290;
United States v. Joint T1Y11Jjio Association, 171 U.S.
505). For example, in United States v. Southern Par
cifio Oo., 259 U.S. 214, this Court held a merger of
railroads within Sherman .Act prohibitions notwithstanding extensive federal regulation of railroad rates
and practices. The Act makes unlaw.ful, the Court
said, merger of competitive rail systems when the
effect is "to suppress or materially i·educe the free
and normal flow of competition," and in the case before it the Court fonnd this effect because the merger
would suppress competition as to significant elements
thereof which were outside the sphe1·e of regulatory
control (259 U.S. at 230-231). The Court said (id.
at 231):
While many practices, formerly in vogue, are
eliminated by the legislation of Congress regu-

---

United State8 v. BO'rden Oo., 308 U.S. 188; Mill~ Producers
Assn. v. United States, 362 U.S. 458 (milk distdbution case);
United States v. R.O..A.., 358 U.S. 334 (television stntions) ;
OaJ,ifomia v. Federai Powe'!' Oom;m,., 369 U.S. 482 ( distribution of natural gas). See also Fa1' East Oonfererwe v. United
States, 342 U.S. 570 ( waoor transportation).
14
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lating interstate commerce, and through rates
and transportation may be had under public
supervision, there are elements of competition
in the granting of special facilities, the prompt
carrying and delivery of freight, the ready and
agreeable adjustment and settlement of claims,
and other elements which that legislation does
not control.
See, also, Georgia v. Pennsylvania R. Oo.) 324 U.S.
439, 456-457.
2. There is even less basis for a contention that, because of the regulation of various banking practices,
competition among banlrs is either absent, unnecessary, or undesirable. A great portion of the business
of banking, including some of its most important
aspects, is not regulated and Congress in enacting the
Bank 1vferger Act expressly recognized and declared
(a) that commercial banks. compete in their banking
services, (b) that n1aintenance of this competition is
of public importance, and ( c) that bank n1ergers
thl·eaten seriously to impair maintenance of this
c.ompetition.
The Senate and House Committee reports described
the competition among banks as follows ( S. Rep. 196,
86th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 16; H. Rep. 1416, 86th Cong.,
2d Sess., p. 3) :
Competition in banking takes many formscompetition for deposits by individuals and
corporations and by personal and business depositors; competition for individual, business,
and governmental loans; competition for services of various sorts. * * *
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Both reports declared the importance of this competition (ibid.)~
Vigorous competition between strong, aggressive, and sound banks is highly desirable. * * *
Competition for deposits increases the amounts
available for loans for the development and
growth of the Nation's industry and commerce.
Competition for loans gives the borrowers bet~
ter terms and better service and furthers the
development of industry and commerce. * * *
.And, as we have noted above, ·b oth reports also declared that bank mergers have been and are a serious
threat to maintenance of competition ( S. Rep. 196,
86th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 8; H. Rep. 1416, 86th Cong.,
2d Sess., p. 5) :
The large numbers of mergers in recent
years, the vast resources involved :in these
mergers, and the increases in the size of the
largest banks, particularly those which have
grown through mergers, all give lise to concern
for the maintenance of vigor-0us competition in
the banking system. * * * The reduction in
the number of banks and the loss of competition ·between merged banks also give rise to

concern. *

·x-

*

II
COMMERCIAL BANKING IS THE MOST RELEVANT PRODUCT
MARKET, AND THE J?RILADELPHIA FO"U".n-COUNTY .AREA
IS THE MOST REL.EVANT GEOGRAPHIC MARKET, FOR
MEASURING THE TRADE-REST.RAINING AND ANTI-COMPE~ITIVE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED MERGER

"Where, as here, the issue is whether the acquisition
of one competitor by another violates the antitrust
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laws, it is necessary to determine the "area of effective
competition, 1 ' · "that is, tlie trade aB to which. the. two
·have been substantially competitive~ This inquiry, in
turn, involves ascertainl·n g what produc.ts. both sell
(sometimes called the relevant prQdue.t market) and
what areas ox regions. hoth serve with the same or
substantially the same :product (sometimes called the
relevan.t geographici market). These. determinations,
which enable the oourt to ascertain the extent and
seriousness of the trade..restraining effects of the acquisition, see Brown. Shoe (Jo. v. United States, 370
·U.S. 294, 324, are as important
a .determination
under Section 1 of the Sherman .Act as to a decision
under Section· 7 of the Clayton .Act. See United
States v. Columbia Steel Oo., 334 U.S. 495. We. shall,
therefore, discuss the appropriate product and geographic markets. in. the present case befoi-e considering· the legality of the merger under the distinct provisions the Sherman and Clayton Acts.
The court below held that the relevant product
market is commercial banking .and that the relevant
geographic market is. an area wider than the Philadelphia four-county area (but how much wider the
court was unwilling definitely to :find). The government believes that the holding concerning the. relevant
product market is. eo1Teet, and while it does not anticipate- that appellees. will contend otherwise, we under·take ta show the validity of the holding. The
holding ·respecting the relevant geographic market

to.

or

we vigorously contest.
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. .A· large company ordinarily sells a wide V!triety of
'goods and ser vices, and frequently a considerable por:tion of these are designed to serve particular needs.
If such a company combines with another by merger
·or .otherwise, it is necessa1y to determine which of its
products 01' services are truly competitive with the
.pr oducts and services of the company with whl.ch it
is comb:ining and .which of these are competitive with
the products of other remaining competitors, The
\words '"relevant product ·market" are a short-cut des~
.ignation of the area of effective "product" competition. : ·;
There is no difficulty in the present case in identify.mg the area of effective competition between the combining companies. All commercial banks, at least all
those of substantial size, perform the same functions
and render the same services. Since they are competitive with each other in eveiy aspect of their business, the starting point :for a determination of the relevant "product'' market necessarily is the entire business in which they are engaged, in short, commercial
banking.
This is not, however, the end of the process of defining a. product ·market. From the standpoint of
.~ti-c9mpetitive effects of the merger on the custom. ers serveq or potentially served by the two banks
.whose- independeht existence the merger would bring
to, ~ encl, , it piay be necessary to consider whether
there are other institutions to which the customer
might turn to obtain the substantiaJ equivalent of
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what
he los~s'.by.. be~g denieq,
because ...of the
merger,
"
.
..
an important· ~lt_ern~tiv~ so~~ce or commercial bank. ing service. . .A.~ to. 'hll:iS question, :we ' submit' that the
record conclusively establishes that ho othe~· £nancial ·institution couid fill the , gap caused by the nar' :rowing of the ~vailable suppllers 9f commercial bank. fng ser,~ce.
., . ., ,
·
,·
The :rp.ost 4nportant elements of the service of commercial ~~ks are supplied only by them. The dis.. trict cour-t found ·: that '' [c] ommercial banks are the
·only financial :institution in the United States author·ized to receive demand deposits" (Fdg. 49, R. 3338);
that " [ oJnly commercial banks provide checking
account serVices';
'(Fdg.
57, R. 3340); and that" [u]n,
,
secured, s4ort-term commercial loans are readily available to Philadelphia businessmen only from commercial banks" (Fdg. 72, . R. 3342). The banks, accordingly, supply services (~'products'') which not only
are not reasonably interchangeable with the services
of others,· but ai·e, in. fact, unique. It .is therefore
clear that in this case commercial banking, as such,
is not only a relevant product market but it is the
· most relevant market for appraising the validity of
the merger. , Moreover, the numerous federal and
State statute$ applicable solely to commercial banks .l 5
represent implicit recognition of the separate· and
distinct character of their business and functions,
both by Congress and State legislative bodies.
In Brown Shoe this Court emphasized ,the importance of a realistic ·determination of the relevant
..

....

For Federal legislation, see in general 12 U.S.C. 1-548,
1811-184:8.
•
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product market. · 370 U.S. at 326. · On this issue the
ruling below was entirely realistic and, we submit,
clearly correct. The court said (R. 3651-2):

It is the conglomeration of all the various services and functions that sets the commercial
bank off from other financial institutions.
Each item is an integral part of the whole, almost every one of which is dependent upon and
would not exist but for the other. The Court
can perceive no useful purpose here in going
any further than designating commercial banking a separate and distinct line of commerce
within the meaning of the statute. It is undoubtedly true that some services of a commercial bank overlap, to some degree, with those
· of certain other institutions. Nevertheless, the
Court feels quite confident in holding that commereial banking, viewed collectively, has sufficient peculiar characteristics which negate
reasonable interchangeability.
Within the ''outer boundaries'' of a product market,
"well-defined submarkets may exist which, in themselves, constitute product markets for antitrust pur..
poses." Brown Shoe at 325. In some commercial
bank mergers it may be necessary to examine the
merger's effect on a particular segment of the business of the merging parties, to determine whether
that segment of their business is a sufficiently distinct
and economically significant submarket so that, as to
this .submarket, the merger unreasonably restrains or
monopolizes trade or otherwise has competitive effects
prohibited, by the antitrust laws. But such an
amination need not be made where, as here, the facts
establish that the merger's e:ffect throughout the gen-

ex-
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eral ,In;o~lq.ct ,piarket,,commercial
antitrust laws.
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The record in
case , plainly· indicates -that the
great zµajority of.. b~king customers in the fourcoµnty are.a s~rounding Philadelphia must obtain the
banking services they need locally, in the four-county
area itself. This area is there£ore . the relev~t geographic market for assessing the effects of the PNBGirard merger. · . ·
In Brown Shoe, this Court held that a horizontal
merger violates ~ection 7 o.f .the Clayton Act if it has
effects of the kind prohibited by. that section in "any".
relevant geograpltle· ms.rket (370 U.S. at 33'1)._ It is
no Jess tirmJ.y, est~blished that the Sherman Act's prop.ibitions. apply to restraints and . monopoliz~tions of
trade which are. operative in any significa~t geographic area. This Court has declared ~at the. pro-~
hibitions of the Act "have both a geographical and distributive significance and apply to any part of the
United: States:as distinguished from ,the. whol~ * * ~-"·
Indi,ana Farmer's Guide O,o.- v. Prairie ·Farmer Oo.,
293 U.S. 268, 279; United States v. Yellow Oab Oo.;·
332 U.S. 218; -226. In United States -v. Columbia Steel,
_334 U.S. 495, the ·Court said (p .. .519) that "we have
consistently held that where the relevant .competitive
market covers only a small area the Sherman Act
may be invok~d to prev_ent unreasonable restraints
within that area", ·and-it held (pp. 520, 527) this .t o·
be the rule for both vertical and horizontal combina-

tions.
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.geographlc

·to

,A
market, ·be. i·~Ievant for antitrust
purposes, must correspond to the "commercial xeal~··
ities" of -the industry and be· "economfoally significant". Brown Shoe, sup?·a, 336-337~ We submit that
here the Philadelphia four-county area unquestionably
is, under these tests, not only a l>elev.ant geographic
market, but far and away the most relevant market.
It is beyond dispute that the defendants directly and
substantially compete with each other in that area,
that this is the primary area of their banking opera-'
tions and inter sese competition, and that the business
which they draw from this area dwarfs in size and importance that drawn from without. This is confixmed
by the following considerations.
(1) All of the defendants' ..banking offices are located, as by law they must be; within this area.
(2) By far the greater part of the deposits they
receive; the loans filey make,· an<i the trusts they administer· represents business done with customers in
the four-county area. For the two· banks combined,
customers in the four-coilnty ·area represent the followillg percentages of the total amounts of the various
categories of deposits and loans, and of the total number of trusts :
N

'

.

Dom.and dop<>!lts or lndlvlduals•• -·············--·-············
Domand deposits or partuel'$blps and oorporot!on!I•••••••••••••••
T.l?no and i;nvtngs doPQl!f!.$•••.,........... -•-····-·····~······•·
11'0 depoolts (Umo 1111d demand)---···························· '
Loans to indlvldunls••••••••••••••.• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Commerc1111 and lnduitrlRI loans••• · ·-·-········--··· · · ·······Personal trusts (by number or accounts)•••••••••••••••••••••••••

P~rcentaccs

89
71

-

Record Rd.
Fdg. 276, R. 3389
Fdg. 273, R. 3392 .

8S

Fdg.~, R.~

79
72

Fdg. 2801 R. 3393
Fdg3. 200, 261, R.

-

ssro

01 Fdg. 2.':r>1 ,R. 3377
II Tl Fdg. 2681 R. 3383

This percentage is computed from figures given in t.h~ tn.ble·
preceding this finding (R. 3382).
16
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'The "amo~t of bu.Siness done by the two banks· in
the ad4-itional siX ~ounties of the ·IO-county Delaw~~·~
Valley al'ea :suggested by defendants (Fdg. 50a;:R:
3~94) is minute in cqmpaxison to theh: busines~ in the
four-counfy area. · The -additional ·six counties to-·
getlier acc~uht for ~rily 2 p~rcent of the combined'
banks;
Q.emand
. individual
.
. deposits (1/44th of the total
fhe two ·banks received from customers in the fourcounty area); 4' percent o:f demand deposits of partnerships and corporatio:q.s (1/18th of their total from
custom~rs ip. the four-county area); 7 percent of loans·
to individuals (I/10th of their four-cou:qty total); 7~
percent. of commercial and· industrial loans (I/8th
their £pur-county tot~);· 2 percent of savings depos.-.
its (1/48th of th~ir four-county total) ; and 4 percent
of b11siness time deposits ,(I/17th of their f oUl'.:.county
total).11 'These fiiures show that the geographic 'are·a
withiil whl~h .P;NB and Girard are effective co;mpeti::
t~rs· for ·~anking bµsiness can most realistica:Iiy be de-.
fined ~s 'the 'four-county area. They also indicate that
banking ·CUStome~s within a given area do not reafilfy
use the services of comparatively distant banks.
.:
(3) The court below repeatedly recognized the great
finporlance a bank?: in its competition for business,
o;f pxo.rimity to , thqs~ needing banking services. In
eon.donative -eiplanation of defendants' prior mergers,
the court said that ''mergers with existing banks in
the suburbs of.Philadelphia were, in ~any: cases, the
oiily'
feasible way. for
larger banks to :follow the
mi.
",,
-.
,,

of

to.

Fdgs. 275, 260, 258, 212; R. 3389, 3392, 3379, 337~, 3388.
F.igures are not available for the amounts of other categories
of business 'done in. the ..si:x additional counties. .
.

.,

11

..

..

\

•

>-

•
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'
eusto~ers

gration of many. of their
into these areas."
(R. 366l; .see_also Fdg. '99a, R. 9502). It found that
"PNB and Girard have opened new branch offices in
the four-county area to serve existing customers and
to _p articipate in the growth of new conmiuniti~"
(Fdg. lOOa,· R. 3502); that the ''Philadelphia banks
compete to acquir.e_desirable branch sites" (Fdg. 293,
R. 3S96); and that in order "to maintain its competitive position Girard ·believes it must keep a strategic
})ranch system" (Fdg. 294,, R . .3397). The "need to
have a convenient locati~n" in orde~ ".to serve more
e:f:fi.ciently and conveniently the customers" ~ch bank
..
..
.
"
h?-d in particular areas so as "to protect and retain
ensting business'' was found to be the motivation for
the establishment o.r purchase of 'a number of branch
offices by both PNB and Girard (Pdgs. 296, 299, 454,
~· ~397~ · 3398, 3~; see also Fdg. 315, R. 3400).18
Since their offices are limited to the four counties, the
foregoing considerations ensure that this is :the area
in which the two banks will do most of their business.'
....

~

~8 Compare

the siln1lar finding of ·the Federal Reserve Bon.rd
in another 'Proceeding, quoted in ;r,,.ama~rlrca O<Yl'p. v• .B<Jard
of Governors, 206 F. 2d 163, 167-8:
'

J3ecause of the frequency of need for access to one or
more of the services of commercia.1 banks, such banks draw

their business largely from. ·areas within which cnst<>merS
may conveniently visit the banks as occasion may require.
Thus, in this aspect of their customer relations, commercial bariks are largely locai, and for the usually needed
cUstomer services a distant bank cannot adequately S0fVe a
~ustomer. Vecy large concerns with national credit standing have access to credit £tom ba.nks in many parts -of the
country and may also ma.inthln aooounts in widely scattered banks. Thi$ does' nbt apply, however, to the great
multitude of lihe .-customers -of ·commercial btmb. The

ai
(4) B~th ~,f th~ banking agen9jes wliicli submitte"d:
report$. to the Qomptrolleron,the
i;nerger ap,plieati~i{
..
..
,
found
the·
four-county
area
to
be
the
relevant
.
'
. g'eogpaphic market. The FederaI Reserve J3oa1,'d stated
that
·~?Ur-county Philadelphia a:i:~a is the. area
where "tlie pri.ncip~1 com_petitive im:paet of the :proposal will fall,", and that bank ex.anriners in confidential. sectfons. of thefa• bank ex:aminatlon repQ~s h~d
~:x:p:r;essed the vie.win all cases i,nvolving Philadelphia,.
Camden, Trenton, and Wilmfugton
ban$s,. tha.t the
,
"primary competition" of these banks is represented
by the banks in the city of· the particular bank's locar
_tio.lli (GX 161,. R, 2824).. Similarly, the. reP.Qr.t
of the Federal De~sit Insurance Corporation
listed ~s "c.oml?eting" ~anks only banks in the f Ql).1'"'
~o~~y. are,a,. and i~ .dealt with the cqmp.etitive effects
oI. the merg:er on the basis of its effects in that area
/

the

.

( GX 163,,.R. 2845-2857}.

· In. sum,..• it. is. clear· that. th,e f ou:t-cou:iity ~ea is the
:relevant geQgrap~ie market :for baJ:tldng se~ces..
Both

th~ fa~t.

that the great bulk of the. busin.ess. of

Girard and PNB.. axis.es :eroro sQUl!G.es within the. four..
co.unty. ·~r.ea and .the. faet that thE; banks. ha:v,e :i:eeognized ~d emphasi,zed the im.p.01·t-ance of :maintai:njng
offices. n.~ar. to ~eir· cu.st.Qmem,. sho.w· concl:us:i;.v.ely.
,.
. that
.1;>.ankmg c~~tom,e:r:s ~eeQ. and dea.l P.r4naTily- with
smaller concerns, looa.f business enterprises,. and' o~dinary
~itizens mus.t dep~n.d .~I?o~ th&w local c9II\meir~al bfl.I)k or
banks for the .financial se~ices.. p,eculiaJ; to. such h~.; £or
all these customers there is no alternative or substitut:e,
because distantly located banks do not serve or supply
their needs.
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nearby banks. The few , largest customers of PNB
and Girard may have a':ailable to them ba1!king
sources from outside the four-county area. But
great multitude
bankirig cu~tomers can turn 'only
to .local banks for the sel'vices they desi~.e , and . are
signl.fic~tly affected by ~n elirllination of competition
in the £our-county area. Since, the £our-county area
is the only market ill which by :fa~·,the greater pal~t
of banking customers in the area 4eal, it is plainly
the relevant Jllarket for assessing the effects of the
PNB-Girard merger.

the

of

.

-.

III
'

THE P.ROPOSED MERGER VIOLATES SECTION 1 OF THE SHER·'
MAN .A.CT ·

.
.
.
, The illegality 'of tJ;le proposed merger between ' the
second
tbjrd ~argest banks ~ the_Philadelphia
area can be demonstrated in eithei.' of two ways. We
..

(

and

submit, :first, that the elimination of all competition
between two sound firms, the second and third largest
ill t.p.e ·most relevant market; which do 35 percent of
all the business, is itself sillfi.cient to invalidate tlie
merger with~ut further inquiry. Thfa position i~
squarely supported by the xailroad · merger cases,
whose authority, · we submit, was· not impaired by
·united States v. Oolumbia Steel Oo.; 334 U.S. 495. · ·
· Second, even i£· the Ooli<,mbia Steel case' requires a
broader framework of inquiry, the proposed merger
is unlawful. For, judged upon the elements there
·held relevant, the proposed merger would 1be in unreasonable restraint of trade.
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THE :MERGER :BETWEEN
.
•

A.

PNB AND GIRARD WOULD ~OLA.TE SECT.ION
,. ,,,J',

~-

l .BECAUSE IT EtlMIN:An:.B ALL

~

..

COMP}JTI'~ON BE'l'\VE~N

TWO ?>L\J"OR

FffiMS ,IN THE 'MOST ruµ,EV .ANT MARKET
'
..
'
"

.

1.. The proposal to merge .PNB and Girard involve$
these . salient facts-: _The .merger would unite banks
which. respectively. have deposits ~-of $924,000,.000 .and
$651,000;000, ·. -loans o:f $524,000,000 and $399,000,000
and assets in · the. 'trusts, administered· of $400,000,000
and $2,500;000,000. ~ . The ·two banks ~ctively compete
with each other. as. to this vast volume of . bus~ess,
and their competition embraces. every. aspect of the
business in which·' they ·a.i~e, engaged. 20 .All .of this
competition the~ merger would "completely"· elimi:na te.~1 There was ·no .business necessity foi: the mer::ger on the part. of either 1bank; each· was in good
financial ·condition and. under.-sound. and able management.22 ·The ·merging companies. together control
approximately 36 .percent of the deposits; 34 percent
uf the net loans, and 31 percent of the assets of all
commercial banks in ·the.:four:.county tarea (R. 365&-:
7). See also Statement s:itpr.a, ·PP• ·.4-1:2... ·
The immediate effects of the el:irnination of com.petition between PNB. and· Girard are·,als'O shown in the
:vecord by nonstatistic:rl evidence. That the fore es of
competition operate; and-operate strongly in the business of commercial hanking is demonstrated by the
testimony of officers of the defendant banks and' d~
fense witnesses.
1

111

Fdg. 93a., R. 3501 ;· Fdg. 338, R. 3405.
,
°Fdgs. 292 (R. 3396), 316 (R. 34,01'.), 337'(R. 3405), 348 (R.
3406), 355 (R. 3408); 3'6-3,' 365, 368-3'71 (R. 3409-11).
21
Fdg. 373, R. 3410.
22 Fdgs. 11, 15, R. 332'7, 3328..
2
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A vice president of PNB' stated that a bank's
superiority in service is perhaps· the most important
factor in o'b taining a customer of another bank as
a depositor (R. 1733). .An assistant vice president of
PNB testifi~d that diffe1 ences between banks in their
serv.il!e charg~s
.checking accounts are a faetor in
acquiring and retaining business (R. 813). A defense
witness, a former treasurer and a long time director
of a large chemical company, expressed the opinion
that any company :financial officer wishing to arrange
a. loan from a bank would like to be able to deal with
two or three banks "so that he. can play one against
the other," and that there is '~no substitute" for this
ability to bargain as to terms (R. 2098~ 2106). Another defense witness, an officer of a large public
utility company, testified that competition between
banks "produces better services,.'' that in loans to small
business banks compete with each other as to their
lending service, and that in loans running into millions they comp.ete as to the rate. of inte1·est to .be
charged (R. 2204).23
Girard, the district court found, "is an active and
alert . .competitor of PNB throughout the area in
which PNB has banking offices.'' 2* :Each of 11 Gh·ard
1

on

offices, which together had a total of $348,138,000 in
.23 A ' government witness, formerly the president of a New
York oonunercial bank, testified that in borrowing from a bank
the rate of interest is always negotiated competitively unless the
botTower already has a bank loan at the prime rate, nnd that
·in that situation there is "a whole-variety of collaoornl services
in which· banks..may. compete .with en.ch other'' (.R. 151, 180-1,
783).
:u Fdg. 281 (R. 3395}.
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IPC deposits,25 was located wit~ two miles of one or
more o:f 17 PNB offices/ wbleb: together had total IPO
deposits of $352~60S,OOO. · By far ·tne -gi~eater' porlioli
of this busi?~ss was c~nducted by offices o:f one of tlie
merging· banks located within one mile of one or
niore offiees of the other ·bank.20 A.s to perso~al loans,
a vice president o~ the consUiner credit department
of Gh·ard testified that branches of 'Girard within
five miles of. a braneh of PNB eomJ?ete ~o make sueh
loans,21 and [oans of indi'ViduaJs, partnerships, and
corporations amounting to $409;613,000 are held by
offices of one of the · two banks located within two
miles of an ofilce of the other, again by far the
greater p"al't involving an office .of one of the two
banks within one· mile of ari office of the other.28 Hundreds of millions of dollars in deposits and tens of
·millions in loans were everi. shoW:n to :involve customers
·who not only had both banks available to them but
used both extensively 28 and :thus cou.Id •be expected
"readily to ·shift funds a:n.d · loans b~tween banks i1i
response to eom:petitively offered benefits~
One is not 'left ~ntirely to speculation in assessing
the effects of elii:nmating this substantial competition
between PNB and Girard. The average interest rate

.

.

IPC deposits are deposits (either demn.nd or time) of
individuals, partnerships and corporations 'as distinguished
from deposits of governmental agencies and bn.nks. "The
largest part of a, bank's earnings are derived irom its deposits, without which it could not conduct its busµiess" ,(Fdg.
21a, R: 34:92) .
. .
.
26
Fdg. 308 (R. 9399).
21
Fdg. 315 (R. 3400).
:ls Fclg. 308 (R. 3399).
20 Fdg. 290 (R. 3396).
215
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by each of the two banks on the same categories o:f loans was markedly different.3° For example, the interest rates charged by Girard on equipment loans \Vere higher than those charged by PNB.81
The ·recommendation of the equipment loans
task force eommittee composed of officers of
both defendants was that Girard 's higher consumer credit interest rates ·b e . utilized by the
resulting bank rather than the simple interest
rate on which PNB makes equipment loans.
The committee believed that competition
would be such that the merged bank could
obtain the higher rate [Fdg. 328, R. 3403].
The .merger would, of course, also affect the rate
of interest paid by the banks on time deposits. ..Again
the effect of the complete elimination of competition
between them is indicated by the trial court's :findings.
''On February 1, 1961, office1"S of the defendan~ com'Pared seven existing practices of Giral'd with the
praetices of PNB in paying interest and assessing
charges on savings accounts. In every instance the
practice :followed by Girard was mol'e favorable to
the bank than the practice of PNB. In every instance it was :recommended that the Girard practice
O! ()ne even more lucrative for the resulting bank be
adopted. It was estimated that these practices had
resulted in a savmg of $138,000 in the interest Girard
paid its savings depositors in 1960'' (Fdg. 349, R.
3407). Since tbe merged bank plans to follow these
practices, it is evident that a substantial reduction
,chro:ged

°Fdg. 311(R.3401).
Sl Fdg. 32.'i (R. 3403).

3

.
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.
.
of . income to savings :depoSitors of PNB vrul result
from tbe combination ~f these competing banl,ts.
2. Such a merger between two leading firms in the
same market, which co:r:trol a 1a1;ge portion of the
business-here a little more than one-thii'&-violates
Section 1 of the Sherman Act. Nothing more need be
proved. The merger automatically puts to an ·end all
competition between PNB and Girard. See Brown
Shoe Oo. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 335. Where,
as here, the companies are leaders in the trade and
commerce common to both, the merger by its own force
eliminates substantial competition and significantly
nan·ows the number of major units competing in the
market. Moreover, the competition is suppressed, not
for the uncertain duration of a consensual agreement
which the parties themselves may at any time abrogate
or breach, but forever. Section 1 was manifestly
j.ntende~ to .:reaeh restraints achieved by combining
into a single enterprise, subject to common control,
companies which were formerly independent. In the
l~st quarter
.
. of the nineteenth century trusts had,
frequently been employed to obtain control over f9rmer independents and. thereby suppr.ess all competition among the controlled companies.32 It is thus
significant that the prohibition of Section 1 of the
Act runs against "[e]very contract, combination in
In that era., many State corporation faws did not permi~
a corpo1-ation to own stock of another corporation, and the
32

trust device-vesting in trustees 1egal title to n.nd voting rights
m stock of the companies brought into the combination-was
frequently used as the means for exercising control over two or
.more corporations. Use of the trust device is shown in Standa'l'd Oil Oo. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 33-41.
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the form of. trust or otherwise, or conspiracy"
'<emphasis added) in restraint of interstate trade.
. This interpretation is squarely supported by a
series of decis1ons of this Court under Section 1 invalidating horizontal mergers between competitors
when ~11 that ap..Peared was that two major firms in
the same mai.·ket had, without business necessity, combined and thereby suppressed competition between
themselves. The starting point " is N orthe1-n
Securities Oo. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197. A holding company had been formed to acquire controlling

stock in two railroads operating parallel lines across
the northwestern tier of States. The government's
sole complaint was that the merging companies had,
by "repressing free competition between them," combined in illegal restraint of interstate commerce (193
U.S. at 335). The Court held tbat the combination
83

Three of the Court's early horizontal merger decisions
have little 1Jertinency here. The ground of decision in Uni.ted
'States v. E. 0. K'fl,ight Oo., 156 U.S. 1, wns that acquisition
of the stoek of nearly all the companies engaged in refining
suga1· constituted a. monopolization -0£ restmint o-£ manufacture, not of interstate commerce, a 'View long since repudiated. While 'Standard Ou Oo. v. United States, 221 . U.S. 1,
12.nd United State.'J v. (.4:merictm. Tobacoo- Oo., 221 U.S. 106, are
:well lmown, important cases, the opinions are not very illuminating as to issues in the instant case. In the words of a
prominent student of and commentator on the antitrust laws,
the Standard OiZ opinion ''is more concerned with the pr<r
;fundities of the rule of renson thn.n with an explicit stlitement of t11e grounds of decision," and the goverrunent's cn.se
was of such strength that it is "difficult to appraise the Jega1
significance" .of the numerous f:l.cts which the Court reviewed.
Handler, A Study of tlie O~truction and Enforcenwnt of
the )t"ederal .A.ntit'r'U$t Laws, TNEC Monograp11 No. 38, Senate
Committee Print, 16th COng., 3d sess., p. 51. These comments
equally apply t<> the American Tobacco opinion.
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constituted "a menace to, and a restraint upon~ that
freedom of commerce which Congress intended to
recognize and protect, and which tbe public is entitled
to have protect~d" (193 U.S. 327). The Court's holding was made without reference to or determination
of tlie extent to which the traffic of the railroads
brought under one control was subject to the competition of ·o ther railroads, that is, the strengt4 ~f the
remaining competition. I.n fact, only a minor part
of the business :for which the two ro~ds competed was
free from the competition of other carriers. Iiandler,
9p. cit. supra, fn. 33, at pp. 48-49.
In United States v. Unian Pacific R.R. Go., 226
tJ.S. 61, the Court unanimously held that acquisition
by Union Pacific of a controlling stock interest in
Southern Pacifie violated the Sherman .Act. The lines
of the two railroads were widely separated, that of
the Union Paci.fie running from l(ansas City,
Missouri, via Ogden, Utah, to Portland, Oregon; and
.that of the Southern Pacific from New Orleans via El
Paso to Los Angeles and then up the coast to San
Francisco and Portland (226 U.S. at p. 80). The
Com·t recognized that the business for which the two
railroads were in competition was ''a comparatively
,small part'' of their total traffic, but the Court found
'Violation of the Sherman Act because traffic for which
they did compete with each other amounted to "many
lnilliop.s of dollars," and because the acquisition could
be expected to eliminate competition as to this traffic
'(226 U.S. .PP· 88-89). .As ill the Northern SecU'rities
case, the combination was -declared unlawful because
of the elimination of the merging companies' inter
668669-62--4

'
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sese competition without reference to the strength

01·

weakness of the remaining competition. ~
, In United States v. Reading Oo., 253 U.S. 26,3 G the
Court vigorously reaffirmed the principles of .t he
Union Pacific and Northern Securities cases. It h~ld
that the :fact that the combination in issue bz:ought
3

The Court's decision in United States v. Winslow, 221 U.S.
202, during the same rerm as Unicn Pcwi"jW, wns plainly not
in conflict with Vni<>n Pacific. The issue before the Court
in Winslow was whether a Shermn.n Act indictment, which
alleged a merger of several companies engaged in making
and selling machines for the manufacture of shoes, charged
an offense under the Act. The Court, accepting the view
that the indictment charged a merger of companies
which "did not compete with one another" (221 U.S.
nt 211), held that the Act was not violated by bringing about, by merger, a vertical integration of the shoe ro.nchinery business. In United States v. United Shoe Maeliinery Oo.,
24:1 U.S. 32, the same merger was attacked in a civil proceeding. The Court concluded that the evidence adequately supported the finding below that the •defend~nt companies. were
"not in competition" at the time 0£ their merger (247 U.S. at
41) and held, adhering to its reasoning in Winslow, that in
the circumstances shown the merger of companies making complementnry, not oompetitive, machines did not violate the She:r;man Act (see 241 U.S. at 45).
311
Two months earlier, in United States v. Umted States SteeZ
Oorp<>ration, 251 U.S. 417, a four-justice majority of this Court
refused to OTder 'dissolution of the Steel Corporation,. which had
been ol·ganized in 1901 t-0 ncquira and hold stock of twelve
previously independent steel manufacturers, because it found
weighty "countervailing considerations" which mnde it inappropriate to order dissolution (251 U.S. at 452). The nub of
these countervailing considerations was that dissolution, if enforced against the merger consummated. nineteen years earlier,
would drastically and retroactively unsettle vnst property interests and materially disturb the nation's :foreign trade.
As Justice Dn.y pointed out in dissent (id. at 463) , the Court
declined t-0 grant relief against a "plain violation" 0£ the Act
on the ground of "public policy" considerations.
34

4'/.

under. u.Ili:fied control "two great competing coal companies" and "two great competing interstate carriers'.'
was enough "to bring it, without more, within the
condemnation of the .Anti-Trust Act" (253 U.S. at
59). The shipments of anthracite coal falling into
common hands by the combination amounted, the
Court noted, to over one-third of the' total for the
country. See also, United States v. Lehigh Valley
Raifroad Oo., 254 U.S. 255.
The Reading,. Union Pacific and Northern Securities decisions 'Yere reaffmmed in U.nited States v.
Southe rn Pacific Co., 259 U.S. 214, ·where the Court
held that the acquisition by the Southe~n Pacific of
stock of the Central Pacific, which formed a connecting link_· for transcontinental shipments by a: com,p etitor of the ~outhern Pacific, viola~ed the Sherman
.A.et because the control could be utilized to divert
transcontine.ntal- traffic to the Southern Pacifi.e.~s line.
There is no reason to read the f oxegoing dec~sions
as .if they barred every merger between competing
companies, and then to condemn them as impossibly
restrictive, or to confine them to i·ail.+oad mergers.
Each of the .cases must, of course, be read in the light
of the facts concerning the merging companies which
wei·e obvious to the Court, even if not mentioned in
the opinion. The merging companies, in each case,
were major competitive factors in the relevant market,
and they were strong companies in no danger of
failure absent merger.30 The cases theref9re , stand
for the proposition that, where merging companies
1

Cf. lnternatio'Tlal Sltoe Oo. v. Federal T'l'ade Oom11ni8sion,
280 U.S. 291.
38
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are major competitive factors in a relevant market,
the elimination of competition between them, by
merger, itself constitutes a violation of the Sherman

Act.
· Applying that principle to the fa-cts of this case,
we :find present all the basic elements determinative of
illegality. 'What the defendant banks' propose?!
merge~ basically involves is acquisition by PNB of the
substantial share of the market held by Girard and
consequent elimination of the substantial competition
0£ another concern which was a major factor in the mar..
ket. No showing was made that this combination rep.:.
resents, in the :w:ords of the Court in United States v.
Reading Co., 253 U.S. 26, 57, "normal expansion to
meet the demands of a business growing as a result of
superior and enterprising management." Rather it
was ''deliberate, calculated purchase :for control'; of
Girard's·share of the market (ibid.).
There is, moreover, similarity in a fundament.al and
erucial sense between the restraints of trade held
illegal in this Court's railroad: merger decisions and
the restraints which would result from merger of the
defendant banks. Transportation and banking-, ~ach
in its own way, performs a function vital to all trade
and coi:nmeree, and might properly be called ne:ry~
centers £or the country's trade and industry. Transportation is indispensable to trade and commerce o'f
every variety. Similarly, commercial banks are
today an indispensable source of the money and credit
vital to every form of trade and industry. In the
instant case the district court said: "It is the com-

..
. ..'

.
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~e~c.ial

bank, even ~ough strictly regulated, which
com.prisea the b~ckbone of the monetary system
of the United States" (R. 3635). The Senate
.~d ·House Committee reports on the bill which became. the Bank Merger Act quoted the following
. :from
· a.J?...~rticl~ on· banking · by ;~: mell-knoWn. ·la'v ptof~s~or.:
~~Operations in deposit banking not only affect the
c9mmercial field, but also determine in great measu:re
tp.e supply of credit, the vohupe of money, the -value
o~ the dollar,_ and even, .perhaps! the ·stability of the
currency system.'' 31 In this field, as in the field of
trall$po1·tation, the )?rotection o:f competition is th~
defense of all commerc.e, and not ,nerely a segment,
from the .4arms which led to the passage of the antitrust .. acts; the ultimate adverse e:ffe(}ts of the
·· ~9ncen~r~tjon of ban}!ing pqwer, tlu·ough · merger;~ are
p~elf to·.extend to other ind~stries.
3. There is: nothing mconsistent with these conchi·sions· from the ea-rlier raih'oad merger cases in united
~

·states v~ OolUmbia Steel Oo.,_ 334 U.S. 4;95.38 In that
Berle, Banlcing Under the Anti-Trust Lawa·, 49 Col. L.
Rev. 589, 592 ( <l.uoted in S. Rep. 196, 86th C-Ong., 1st Sess., p.
·1s}. H. Rep. 1416, 86th Cong., 2d Ses~. 2 p. 9).
.
1
· .J"t..f7mted States ·v. lnte~·W¢t'!Muil H(Jiile,~e~" fJo., 2'7.4"U~S. 693,
decided in tlie period between the railroad cases n.nd Oolumr
'bia Steel, is at times disc~d in c~nneetioil. with .the Sherman
Act merger cases, but did not rule upon the question of illegal
restraint of trade 'resulting from merger of competing companies. The defendant corporation had been formed in 1902
to acqui~·e the assets and business of five manufncturers of har·vesting mac11inery. A consent decree entered in 1918 'in a Govs7

ei:nment proceeding seeking dissolution of the inerger required
·tlie defendant to divest itself of part of its harvesting machin·ery 'bilsiness nnd placed· certain limitations on its sales activity.
Tlie- decree also entitled the United States to n.pply for further
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case the government attacked as a violation of the
Sherman' Acfthe acquisition of the physical assets· of
Consolidated· Steel Corporation ("Consolidated") by
United States St~el Corporation ("U.S. Steel").3 A:t
the tirhe of the acquisition U.S. Steel and Consolidated
both mad:e fabricated structu1·al steeel products, ·the
former . selling these products on a :riation-wide basis.
and the latter selling them in 11 states (referred to' as
the Consolidated market).~ 0 · The goverrunent charged~
•
among other thllgs, that the acquisition would illegally
restrain trade·in.-that it would. eliminate· competiti~h
between U.S. Steel
and Consolidated
in -the sale · ...
.
tlfese products. · ' · ·
· · '
' Before · beginning its analysis of the horizontal
effects
·of the trailsactioil
'
.
.before it, the Court noted that
the standa1·ds for ·assessing the merger shotild be anal~gotl.s to or at least determjned in light of 'tbE{ si_an;ciards o:f Section 7 of the Clayton Act even 'though tlie
f)
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\
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relief ~~t ~~he expiration o~ 18 mo~ths n.fte-r termination 9f -tlw
war ~~ nt . tha~ time the. decree lind not .brought. ~bout 1 a
competitive situation "in harmony with lihv'' (see 274 U.S. at
,697) . The ~ov~rl}Il1.et?L sought n.dditiqnpl relief pul'$uant. to this
pro.visi()nJ and -on ~ppeal frq~ dismissal of its petition ..tlu~
Court held that the consent gecree prooluded the governm~t
from seeking any relief by way of dissolution beyond that given
by the consent decree (U., at '702-703) .
· .
30 When we refe1• to U.S. Steel, the refe1·ence includes t}le
acts and business of its various subsidin.ries.
. '
, "'' .
40
•
U.S. Steel's fabricating pfants were in the .E ast while Co.nsolidated had one plant at Los .Angeles n.nd one {!t Orange,
Texas (834: U.~. 501).
. .
Both companies also made, and sold on n. nnt.ion-wide· s~l~
pipe for. oil and gns pipelines, but, because the gove1-iunen~~s
stronger case and thus the more important portions' of the
.Court's opinion involved structural steel products, we shall limit
.our discussion to these.
... ''· ,..
~

~

.

~
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particµl~r .tr~~action

did not fall under the Clayton.
4..ct.~. ''It ~ust be ~ssumed,'' the "Court said (334 U.S.
·at' 507 n. 7), "that the.pu~ii~ :pop.cy ~ounced by§ ·7
of the Clayton Act' iS ~to..be 'fu.keh into consideration ~
determjning whether acquisition of assets of Consoli:

4~ted.'by ·united··states ·Steel witli '.tJl:e same ~conomic
~~~~~~ as the pAu~~h~se· o~ the stock: violates the prohiof
'.the:·
Sherman
Act . ~gainst. unreasonable
.l)1tio~s::,
.' ...
.
.." ' '
..
.
..
. t s., ", . ,
res
ram
.
,
:
.
·
·
,
t
'
..
'
. "'
. . -'J\1J?n4.tg~ to. the -case .b~.fore it, the ,Coµrt listed the
·factors" it thought •relevant; ·at once ·emphasizing the
:.importance of the sha1·e of the· business controlled by
.fu~ 'fuergirig pa~ties· and~ yet refusing to draw a sharp
,~

...

\

rlnmiirl.cal iine of iJ.l~g~li~· for . a1r ·m~rket coutexts in
terms of the amount of husmess brought. under a sing~~ 'ooritro~ (33~ u:s. at 527~28): ,
~
*; * * In determining what ·constitutes unrea:.
-··
sonable 'restraint, We· dd not think the dollar 'VOl''Ulfie is· in itself·-of ·compelling significance; we
:·, :·. .'~: look 'l·.at}fer to ·the percentage· .of buaine·ss .con,.. "<: trolled; th.e s~ength--of. the ,rei:uaining compet~
~ .. , , .. tion, whethe~ the action sp1~ings from business
·,' ~. . ,requiremep.tf?. or :pu1~ose, t9. , monopoliz~., tp.e
:~ ~ ·
probable' q.eyelopmen~ !Jf tlie iJ?.dustry,. consumer
demands, 'and other cliaracteristics of the ma:r.. ,
ket. /We do not .und~rtaire to prescribe
's et
;·:·
of percentage figures by whicb to measure the
.... . reasonableness of ··a :corpol'ation's enlargement
. . . of. its activities by the ,Purchage of the assets
of a competitor. The relative effect of percentage command· of a market varies with the set- ·
,..
· ting in whicJi that factor is placed. . ·
J

-.

•

any

'

: · •1. The ·Clayton Act was amended to include asset acquisitions
·two ri.nd one-lialf years after the decision in Ool!umibia Steel.

.

'

. Th~ importance attached to the first of these £actors was made particularly clear when the Cou.rt applied them to the proposed acquisition (334 U.S. at
529):

* * * If we make the doubtful assumption that
United States Steel could be ex:pecteQ, in the
future to sell 13% of the total of structural
steel products in the Consolidated trade area
and that Consolidated could be expected to sell
11%, we conclude that where we have the present unusual conditions of the western steel iri..
dustry and in view of the facts of this case as
develQp~d at pages 512 to 516, of this opinion,
it can not be said there would be an unreasonable xestraint 0£ trade. * * *

The "tmusual conditionsl!. and particular facts which
are 'set out at pages 512 to 516 and which, in the
Court's view, removed this combination of a 13 per-,
cent selle~· and an 11 percent selle:r: from the p.r ohibi..
tion of combinations in Section 1 were, in essence, that
a re~ult of wartime developments, western sources
of supply were developing for western steel fabri..
. cators and eastern fabricators su.ch as U.S. Steel had
lo:st the freigh~. rate adv:&ntages previously enjoyed.0
As .a result, the Court said, the government's prewar
statistics were "of little relevance'' (p. 514). The
Court also indicated (p. 513) that the government's
figures negated the regional market area on which the

as

u In a.ddition, before the war, rolled steel had been sold on the
West Const at a. price co1i1puted on eastern basing points. It
was contemplated that a change in the basing point for postwar prices to Geneva, Utah, would so red\lce p:tices as to n:ffect
substantially the competitlva position of ea$tem sources (id.,
502-504).
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....

·gov~µun~nt

had relied; and. (p. .515) that the governhad. 'failed to establisli 'tha't 'tlie ·two, companies
had actually produ~ed'siinilar products." , .
. .~
···Columbia Steel ·plainly dld not hold 'tliat the elimination.' of inter sese eompetition between merging
companies. in a market which remain~ competitive
ifier
., .tile merger can never in itself violate Section 1,
and the opinion indeed suggests that a merger of an
i1
seller with a · 13 percent seller lnight, ii
-these shares . were :firmly established,. raise serious
(j.oub~ under the Sherman Act. Faced with a narrowing or competition ~y combination that was both
far. less certain ~l),d less significant than in the railroad merger .cases, the Court held oµly: (l) that these
precedents were too ''dissimilar'' on· their facts to de-'
terrnine "whether the competition which will be eliminated through the [ combmation] * ·*· * is sufficient to·
warrant injunctive relief'' (334 U.S. at 531), and (~)
that in these circumstances a number of other factors
bearing
on the substantlality of the competition bemg
..
"
'
~
eliminat.ed~must.aJ.so be,cons1dered.
.
In contrast to Columbia Steel, here there is no question as
the substantiality o~ the competit1on being
~Jiminated ~ a inergel· of PNB and Girard. They are
the second and third largest firms in the relevant market. Between them they control 35 percent .of the
business, not the ''doubtful" 24 percent in Colu'Yfobia

·men:t

perceµt

\

to

'

1$

.

The two companies submitted bids foi" the same project

"in a very small number of ipstances,'' 1lnd the· g<>venunent introduced "very little evidence'' to show that ''the types of structural steel products sold by Consolidated are similar to those
sold by United States Steel" (U., M)9, 515).
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Steel.
, ·Nor is there ~nithlng
analogous to the "®..·
.
'
.
"
usual conditions" of the western steel industry which·
unqermined the signific~nce ~f the "4oubtful" mal.~ket·
~fiare per~entages in that case (334 U.S. at 529);
\

)

We believe, therefore, that under the decisions of'
this Court, the eli~ination of the substantial. co~-.
p~tition which has existed· betWeen ·these two inajor ·
banking enterprises in the fou:r-county Philadelphi~'
area, is itself sufficient to ,establish that the merg~i
violates Section 1 of the Sherman .Act. But even it
the 0.olumbia
Steel case requires
examination of other'
.
.
market factors, the same
conclusion follows. For
...
,, . .
. the
examination of those factors .confirms· the conclusion
that the merger would resfilt
in _unreasonable restraint
,
.
of trade.
~

•

"'

11 ·

~

~

..
.

:B. 'I'HE UNLAWFULNF.SS OF THE MERGER ~l'f'.J.'W.EEN PNB AND GIRARD,
IS CONFIRMED BY CONSIDERATION' OF THE FACTORS DEEMED RELE'

VA.NT IN COLUMBIA STEEL

..

.

..

'
"~

I: The proposed merge?· would elipiinate all compew,

titian between two major firms in the
'
'
'lnarket.

most releva'iii
. i

we. have ~hown already that the proposed merger
.. '

"

..

r

~

would ct>mbine the second and third largest banks fu
the folir-county Philadelphia a~ea. It would 'ellini-1
na;te"all competition between: th~m and give a shig1~~
firm 35 percent of the ip.arket. These are the salient:
facts in appraising the 'over:a11 effect of the combine;
The other factors. pertinent under O<>l'Wmbia Steel· (see
p. 51, supra) may conveniently be grouped under three·
heads: the trend towards concentration of· banking:
'
power; the effect of the merger. upon.:remahtlng com-·

:;. .
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~0=t1tibn i; a~d t:he ::P!e~en:ce· or absell:~e· o:f ~usm~s~~:

Jt~st41iati6n. ·

·

f

.' ~/ ijfh,:e,. pr~posed

me~·uer would ~ccele·rate a danger-:
o"Ui trend towa1·ds concentration rJf bamk~ng

power.

The· Senate and House Reports on the Bank
-.M.&#ger:
!\..~t
Rep. 196, 86th Qong., ist
Sess.; ·p. ~; .
' .
,.
~· ~e,p. 14~6, 86th qong., 2d Sess., p. 5) both ex- ·
pressed "concern for the maintenance of ~gorous
competition ill the banking system" ill.. light.·of· the .
'~large'·numb~rs
mergers in recent years, the vast"
resources involved · in these mergers, and. the in.;
creases in the size of the largest banks, parti~ularly ·
t1i6se : ~hicb: have grown through ·mergers * :.* *~ ''
Competition; 'the· re.Ports indicated, was tb.1:eateri~d .
not ~ohly ·BY: "the loss o:f. competition between merged '
bin~ yj ••but also by the "reduction iri the number
.
)
"' . ' ir
..
banks" (ibi·d .). ,
..
·
Pliilatlelphia has ·been no strangef to these proc-,
es~es >of '<l6hcentration. There were' 3~ commercial
hin'ks with Philadelphia headquarters in 1950~· 20 in
1955, and only 14 in 1960·, a' '58 perceht"deeline in this'
10-year' period· (GX 183, R. 2878). The number of'
coµmiercial banks with headquarters· in ,, the·· foureo-fuity·.area fell :frorri 108 in 1947 to. 42 in 1960, a 61'.
pe1·cent decline (GX 184, GX 185, R. ·2879). · During·
this:10.:year period the seven largest banks in the foul'-:
county a1:ea have increased their -combined share of
tne··area's total. coinniercial bank resources from abou-6
6i''J;:1ereent to about 90 percent (R. 2850; see, also;

cs:
~

.

.. )

,.

~

of
>

,

~

.F"dg.388,:R.3415).

of'

t

..

•

•

~

-

.

•::Girard an:d 'PNB played leadihg roles ill the process:
of concentration even prior to . the instant · merger.'
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Puring tp.e 10-year period 1950-1960 PNB acqu.ired
lline banks and 18 of i~ present 27 offices (Fdgs. 7-:f3,
~· 3326). During the same :period Girard engaged in
six mergers acquiring ·32 of its 38 offices. For the
IO-year period merge1·s contributed 63 percent of
PNB's growth in deposits an.d 91 percent of Girard's
g!owth (Fdg. 432, R. 3434). The district court's.
findings indicate, with one possible exception, that all
the banks acquired by either PNB or Girard during
~ period were in competition with the acquiri?g
bank (Fdgs. 435, 436,. 440-445, 457; ~· 3435-3436,.
343~-3438, 3442).
'
·The merger between PNB and GiJ.·a1·d would bring..
together banks ha.~~ assets of over $1,000,opo,ooo
and $740,090,000, respectively, or, in combinatio~ 
more than 35 ,percent of the total assets of all commercial banks in the four-county area ( GX 8, R._
2362). ~he combined bank would, as we have seen,
control 34 percent of all loans and 36 percent of the
deposits of all banks in the four-county area (~,
3657). Moreover, 24 of the 40 banks remaining after
the merger are located outside Philadelphia (GX l~,.
R. 2878, .3656), and their activities are directed to~
warg , serving local residents and businesses. , T)le.
merger wouJd 1·educe to seven the number of com-·
mereial banks in the four-county area with legal
lending limits of up to $1,000,000. It would reduc~
to four and three, respectively, the number of competitors for loans up to $2,500,000 and $5,000,000

..

(Fdg. 158a, R. 3510). The fa.ct; therefore, is
that after merger of the defendant banks there would
:remain
a m~re handful
of banks capable of provid•
Q
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· ing the vaded bankfug services

(some of them directly
dependent ' upon size of resources or ca:rital) which

PNB and · Girard now independently offer. .An im·.po'fttant and. substantial alternative choice · of hanking. service, and the competition arising from· the
availability of this choice, would be-eliminated by the
merger.
Finally', there is on the present record only the most
.remote possibility of entry of a new competitor to offset the competition eliminated by the merger o:f Phila~
··ae~~.'s · se.co:t)d and ,third largest ·banlc13. In the
period 1951-1961, inclusive, only one new· bank started
operations in the Philadelphia four-coUllty area
(while during this period many of the area'.s banks
went out of existence), and the deposits of this bank,
ten y.ears.. after it opened its doors, were only =YB of 1
pereeht of·the deposits held by the area's commercial
.banks.u Furthermore, no exist~g area bank can in
the foreseeable future fill the competitive gap, or correct the competitive imbalance in the banking structure, resulting from m(}rger of PNB and Girard.""
· The increase in concentration resulting from the
merger of these two banks alone cannot be considered
in isolation from the ~ule it establishes. In deter•• aJh,e· bank .refep-ed,,to, Bank of Old York Road,. was organized on April 1, 1951 (R. 2250) nnd in 1961 its deposits
were only about $15,400,000 (R. 2251), whereas in October
1960 the deposits held by all commercial banks located in the
four-county areas amounted to approximately $4,623,000,000
(GX 161, R. 2829). Of these total deposits, PNB ha_s 21.3
pereent, -.Girn.rd 14.5 percent, and the two combined WQuld-hn.ve
35.8' percent (ibid.) .
~ The significance of this competitive imbalance is discussed
inf'ra, pp. 59-65.
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. n@ing whether merger of j;he defendant banks _w9uld
·Violat~ the Sh~rman ..A.ct, this Court ,n}.ust take .liito
, consideration, we submit, what woul~ be impli~~t in
: a holding sanctioning the merger. In ·B1·oion Shoe
v. United States, 370 {f.S. 294, 343-344,,thi~ Co~t
notecf that
·
··· · -r . ......

Go.

.

'

If a merger achieving 5% control were now.ap-

proved, we might be required to approve future
merger efforts by Brown's competitor~·· see~g
similar market shares. The oligopoly Congres.s
sought to avoid would then 'be fm·thered .* ~- *
• ,
,
I
· If the .Act permits merger of the banks presently ilie
second and thil'd largest in the Philadelphia· f otlr. county area, then it equally permit~ merger of 'tlie
· banks now ranlring first, and f ourlh.' 0 Nor would the
.Act be a bar if the probable next step occurred and
the remainjng area banks merged (other than perhaps
·some very small banks providing for a limited number
of customers baDking service of a limited type)': . The
. claim would . be that this last step was permissible
· bec~u.se the banks other than the top two we~e
so unequal them in resou1:ces
service capability
that~ without merger, ' the smaller banks would be
·unable to survive:· See Brown Shoe, 370 U.s: at 3~6.
·· · The belief that merger would thus beget mei·ger li'a:s
solid support in experience. The history of bank
,. . ,
., .
. .
.
..
'

to

'

ana

I

•

'

•

dishict court fo1:lnd that PNB utilize.s and . sell$. .its
stature a.µd lending limit (a £unction of its size) ns nn ~instru
ment of competition (Fdg. 289, R. 3395-83~6). Subsequent e~pe
r~ence hns shown that the impetus of such a rule would no~ . be
. r~tr~cted. to the area's. largest banks. See ·the application. of
Liberty Reiil Estate Bank n.nd Trust Co. for .consent. to me.rger,
. <l!scu~~d inj?·a, p. 6~.
' ". ...

•.

·rn rhe
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. :i;nergers has been_ one of compet~tion in ~ize. The
~ distri~t cou~ found (Fdg. 438, R. 3437) :
: PNB used the aggressive expansiqn programs
of~ its nearest rivals, the Pennsylvania Com,. ,
pany. for Banking ~ 'l'rusts (now the First
··
Pennsylvania Banking & Trust Co.) and
, . ' · Girard; to justify in part its acquisition in
· ·,. · 1953 of the National Bank of Go:pshohocken
v~
when discussing this acquisition with an official
. : · repre~entative of. the. Comptroller of the Currency.
3. The proposeit merger would inm·ease the domi¥

•

nation of the market by a few large banks.
The effects upon a market of a single :firm. of dominant size are subtle. It can become a price leader,
',although it does not .have power of a monopolist ~to
·raise prices without losing substantial business. I ts
·superiority of resources makes plain to any who would
:.cut prices that the dominant firm can tolerate a price
·war for longer than its competitors. In every .area
of competition.·overwhelming size ._and resources· on
the part of a dominant firm constitute a concentration
.. of power wbieh; whether .rationally· o~ irrationally,
· ovel!hangs, a . market, dampening if not stifling the
1

:enthusiasn1 of. those- who woulP, otherwise more· ac.tively compete.
· , These e:ffeets have been well described in.an article
-by~Pxofessor Bok:. ·
The willingness of small firms to be
. dominated by a ·large rival rests in the end
upon, a psychblpgical state of mind about which
eco:p.omists know very little. To some extent,
tlie smaller firms may
simply wish to enjoy
. •"-'
~-
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..
the stability or the higher profit margins that
may result from followf1:1g the lead of a single
member of the industry. On the other hand,
the willingness to defer to the leader can also
be attributed in part to a recognition-real or
imagined, demonstrated or assumed-that the
financial strength o:r the lower costs of the
leader will allow him to get the better of any
firm which competes too rigorously, persistently
cuts prices, or tries in other ways to dispute
his leadership.'1
The district court appears to have concluded that
the suppression of competition resulting from
merging Philadelphia's second and third largest
banks would be of little consequence because there
would remain 41 commercial banks in the four-county
area , (assuming a highly improbable termination of
the long-continued merger trend in the area). We
submit that this mere counting of noses leaves out
of sight the point of real significance, namely, the
size and capacity for competition of the temu.ining
banks.
If the merger were carried out, the next largest bank
in the ru.·ea would be about 60 percent as large as the
merger-creat.ed bank, each of the two next largest
a little over 25 percent of its size, and the fourth
largest about 15 percent (supra, p. 10). The remaining 37 banks would together ha.ve only 17.7 percent of the area's commercial bank deposits (G-X 161,
R. 2829), or an average for the 37 of 45/100 of 1
percent of the total, as against the merged banks' 35.8
1-1

Bok, Secti<tn,

r ()j the Clayton Act «-n4 the Merging of Law

arruJ, Economics, 74 Harv. L. Rev. 226, 215.
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percent, a raitio of 1 to 80. After· the merger the· two,
rarg.est- banks ill the area would. togethe:u contxol
well over 50 percent ef the· bank assets in the four

· c0unties.
11'he incl!ease in dominainee o:f the~ laJ.'gest a:J1ea bank
cal.lsed! by the, merger is.no less signmcant in: assessingthe validity of the merger than. is the·absolute dominance of the· merged e:om:.pan.y.18 The inerease' in
dominanc.e of tha· la>:vgest axell- baink xesulting fu·om the
mergel' can be shown hf taking' the total deposits of
the bank with: th& largest depos1ts asi 100 a:n.{j. c0mpaxing them, .before and. ~£te1! the merg~r, with the deposits 0i th~ nea;nest. eompetitor.. Using this proceduxe the Federail: Res.erve B'oar<il showed. that the
merger would result in the :following very sharp· inm~ease< in tlie dorrrii1ance· of the· ~angest area bank, i.e.
of the merged bank (R.. 2833}:
Before·
Merger

Bank No; 1--------------------- 100

Bank No. 2------------------- 97
Bank No. 3--------------------- 65

Bank No.

4'---------------------

45

Bank No., 5·:..--~---------= ......:----- 42

.iiftcr
Mer{fer

100

62
28
26

15·

A: ba:nk conipa:ra:ble, in size- and' strength to. the proposed-merger-created bank might oe formed by merg:48

Compare B'ok, op. cit. sup'l'a, n. 47, at p. 281:
In view of wha~ lias· just been said, the better course
w.ould: be~'to adopt a,.r:ule•b~d upo_n iµcrenses jfu the.spread

betw.een t}la ma:r)!et. shai;es 0£ the first fi:an and its neairest comp~titor. Such a. standard would conooivabiy extend
n:ot only· to. merge1·s- by tlie- ln.Tgest· firin but also to sub~
sta.nt'iat m.engem by les®r-nanked fil;ms, which lifted those
firms- ta tlw topr of the. heap with a farge.r margjn of
superiority than the spread enjoy,ed by tlie erstwhile Iead'er.
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ing two or more of the principal remammg area
banks, but this would further intensify :im:balance in
the banking structure-it would mean that there
would be in the area two giants and an uncertain number of small banks which were not effective competitors of the giants as to many important banking
:functions and services.
The primary harm caused by the emergence of a single dominant :firm is not necessarily to its competitors,
who may even prosper under the shelter of its leadership, but to the customers of all these banks who suffer
from the inevitable stifling of competition. .But the
dominance of PNB-Girard will also, we submit, affect
the position of the other banks in the four-county
area.
The defendants proposed a :finding, which the district court approved, that the merger "would have
no adverse effect on other Philadelphia banks'' (Fdg.
145a, R. 3509). This is contrary to the plain implications of the district court's finding that PNB competes by "selling ~- * * the bank's stature or lending
limit" (Fdg. 289, R. 3395-3396) and its :findings indicating that, Qn at least one occasion, the aggressive ·e x..
pansion program of PNB 's com:petitors, which were
"threatening its claim to bemg the largest bank in
Philadelphia,'' motivated an earlier merger (Fdgs.
437-438, R. 3436). The latter findings recognize the
obvious fact that disparity in size ·between banks is a
potent weapon in the competitive struggle to retain
or attract business. The merger will unquestionably
increase to a dramatic extent the gap between the
merging banks and their smaller competitors (see
1
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pp. 60-61, siipra) and to that extent will jeopardize
the ability of smaller banlts to retain or attract business. The Federal Reserve Boa1·d also recognized that
fact in its report to the Comptroller on the proposed
merger. The Board said that "it seems reasonable to
believe the proposal would give the i·esulting bank a
substantial lead in the big account category and place
it in a strong position to expand that lead considerably,'' and that the resulting bank "would obtain a
dominant position, with attending competitive advantages, strongly adverse to the preservation of
effective competition" (GX 161, R. 2833, 2834).
On other occasions, as well, the Federal Reserve
Board, the administrative agency charged with the
duty of enforcing Section 7 o:f the Olayton Act insofar as banks are concerned:9 has found that the aggrandizement of one bank by merger with another is a
material and serious threat to small banks operating
in the same area. On April 30, 1962, the Board denied two merger applications, each seeking consent
to merger of a bank in Nassau County, New York,
with a large New York City bank (The Chase Manhattan Bank .Application, 48 Fed. Res. Bull. 544;
Chemical Bank New Y 01·7e Trust 0 onipany A. pplication, 48 Fed. Res. Bull. 548). In the former ruling
the Board said (id. 547) that "smaller banks, competing in the retail :field, would almost necessarily encounter difficulty in maintaining their position against
49

The Board instituted and pursued to the end a, Section 7

proceeding involving interests of g1.·eat magnitude. See T'l'a1t8-

(Jffll,erWa Oorp. v. Boan/, of GO'Vemors, 206 F. 2d 163 (C..A.. 3),
certiorari denied, 346 U.S. 901.
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the increased competitive impact which would i·esult
fxom" ihe propose.a merger. In the latter ruling the
Board said (id. 553-554) :
The merger would eliminate a prosperous and
sound alternative source of banking services,
and would substitute :for it a large and powerful institution which would, in competing with
other such mstitutions, diminish the prospects
of smaller banks in the County.
On May 47 1962, the Board denied an application
filed under the Bank Company Holding Act of 1956,
12 U.S.C. 1841 et seq., £or approval of the formation
of a bank-holding company (Morgan New Y 0 rk State
Corporation Application, 48 Fed. Res. Bull. 567). In
this ruling the Board said (id. 577) that approval of
the application "would necessarily tend toward" excessive imbalance in the competitive positions of the
banks in the areas effected-'' that is, away from the
balance in which healthy competition is preserved."
In concluding that "previous mergers have not
hindered the growth of the smalle1· banks," the district court :relied in pai·t upon the i·ate of growth of
the four-county area's small commercial banks (R.
3659). For reasons stated below, there is no basis
for i•eassuxance in the defense exhibit undertaking to
show the growth rate of banks in the four-county
area."0 The court also rested its statement on testi60
The exhibit (see Fdg. llOa, R. -3504) is DX 18 (R. 3060).
1

It charts the percentage growth of deposits, 1951-1960, of the
banks having their ma.in office in Philac'telphia County, in
Bucks County, in Dela.ware Cowity, and in Montgomery
County, compared in each case with the like percentage growth
of PNB and Girard. But growth in terms of percentage

-!>p
mo:Q.y of representatLv~s 9f four Philadelphia b~s,
none of them ~ong the city's seven largest banks.
We believe it is .signiiicant that the largest of the
banks ,(Liberty Real Estate Bank and Trust Company) whose representatives testified for the defendants later filed an .application for consent to its merger
'With another four-county area bank, and the application stated that "the smaller banks ·must comb:ine
~o as to remain :effective in their area'' (Application,
p. 4-A., on file with F.D.I.C.). It would thus appear
that1 ev.en under the present degree of banking con.centration, s1nall !banks in the £om-county area do not
easily surviv:e..

No busirJ,ess fact<>rs ,justify .th.e ·'>·es.trati.n.t of
.corn,petiti-on.
Here, as jJJ: B,1ro,Wrz, .Shoe ,Oo. v. .U'(ti,teil States, 370
4.

U.S. 294, 346, we .believe that the mer-ging companies
have failed -to make a eonvincmg showing that the
has little practfoal significance. A 'bank ha.ving $2,000,000 ·of
qeposits ·at the end of 194~ and $5,000,000 ten years later would
have an increase of 150 percent, while PNB, with some $745,..
000,000 in deposits in 1951 ( GX 57, -R . 244'1) and some $986,~
·000,000 in 1960 (GX 161, R. 2829), WQuld have m increase
, .of only 32 ·p ercent, ;but -the dollar amo.~t of the latter's increase would be over 90 times that of the sma:II bank. In
addition, banks in the three suburban counties oontiguous to
J?hifadelphia. 1Colili.ty, naturally had a great~r growth rate than
-P NB .and Girard because of the more rapid growth in population, trade and industry in these counties than in the city
of Philadelphia. Cf. -the statement by the Federal Reserve
Board in Mor.ga;n New Y.orlc .State ·Oo'l'poration ApplicatWn,
48 Fed. Res. Bull. 561, 578 that "smaller ba.nks tend to be
found in faster-growing areas while larger institutions tend
-to be 'found in older, more settled urban areas" anti thus ~'the
>gro~h r.a.tes o:f

:snin:Iler ·Bati:ks inay sometimes compare favor-

ably with those of larger banks

**
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merger should be evaluated in light of any such mitigating factors "as the business failure or the inadequate resources of one o:f the parties that may have
prevented it from maintaining its competitive position" or "a demonstrated need for combination to
enable small companies to enter into a more meaningful competition with those dominating the relevant
markets." The absence of the :fixst factor is tmdisputed and was found by the district court. Nor can
it be argued that the merger was necessary "to enable
small companies to enter into a more meaningful
competition with those dominating" commercial banking in the Philadelphia area. However, the district
couxt's opinion indicates that it felt another mitigating
factor might help to justify the merger-an increase in
competition in a product "submarket" offsetting any
loss in competition in the main product market.
The district co1ll't indicated its belief that the
''larger bank * * * will be able to compete on better
terms and in a bette:r atmosphere with the banks of
other cities'' in making very large loans and that this
improved position of a Philadelphia bank "will benefit the city and area'' (R. 3667). We submit (a) that
neither conclusion is legally relevant to the antit1·ust
issues before this Court,51 and (b) that, in any event,
neither conclusion is supported by evidence convincing enough to be given weight in a case involving a
clear and pronounced threat to competition in the
four-county area.
The district court itself commented that it did not consider
the asserted advantages to the Philadelphia community "particularly relevant" (R. 3656).
51
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The legality of the merger is to be judged from
the standpoint of the Sherman Act's objectives, not
by 'vhether the merger would bring some additional
banking business to Philadelphia or induce some
additional business to locate there. In terms of the
Sherman Act's objectives, there is no basis fo1· concluding that any increase in competition in the product
"submarket'' of very large loans can offset the harm
to competition in the broader product market for commercial banking services. See Paramount F amious

Lasky Oorp. v. United States, 282 U.S. 30, 44.
It is true that the merger would create a bank with
a legal lending limit considerably larger than that of
any existing Philadelphia bank.112 It may also be true
that this ·would tend to increase not only the number
of competito1·s but also the amount of competition in
the submarket for loans over $8,000,000 (which PNB
can itself now lend to a single customer). However,
this incr~ase iµ competition in the submarkets :£or very
large loans-at the expense of a reduction in competition in the market for all other loans-results :from
every bank merger. To recognize such an increase in
competition in a limited sub1narket as a justification
£or a xeduction in competition in a much larger
The legal lending limit is the maximum which a bank can
lend to any single cusromer. In the case of a national bank
this is 10 percent of the bank's total capital nnd surplus ex..
elusive of undivided profits.
The lending limit of the merger-created bank would be
$15,000,000 (Fdg. 193a, R. 3517), while at present the four
lea.ding Philadelphia banks have the :following lending limits:
PNB, $8,000,000; First Pennsylvania Banking and Trust Company, $7,704,850; Girard, $6,000,000; Provident Tradesmens
Bank and Trust Company, $5,000,000 (DX 15, R. 3052).
42
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product ma:rket, without any showing ~£ the greater
importance of competition in the newly reached field
of larger loans, would be to sustain every bank merger
simply because every merge:r results in a larger bank.
The evidence totally fails to show either- that a
significant increase in competition in loans ove1•
$8',000',000 would 'result from the :ro.exger or that a
bank with a higher lending limit would substantially
benefit Philadelphia by leading to the location of additional' manufacturing enterprises in the Philadelphia area. The market for, v~ry large loans can be
accommodated by the Philadelphia. banks through a
joint partfoipation in the loan (Fdgs. 88-90, R. 3S46}.
Defendants attempted to counter by showing, and the
district court found, that there was banking business
which would be attracted by the merged bank from
outside the Philadelphia area-"business which might
well be and perhaps probably should be handled here,
and which cannot be handled: under present circumst-ances"-resulting in· benefit to the area (R. 3667 ~
Fdgs. 198a, 205a, RI. 3517, 3518). R·eliance was placed
by defendants upon the testimony 0£ officers of six
companies engaged in large operaMons conducted in.
part in the Philadelphia area or nearby. But their
testim.Qny pe.rtinent to this point, which we summarize below, falls far short of- supporting defendants' elaim.
Atlq,t:1<tiQ Refini1iu.~ It regularly maintains deposits.
of·$2;000;000 to $3;000,000· in three New York banks,_
which have petroleum engineer.s and economists extremely: helpful in any kind: of oil :financing' and which
1

have contacts and. information! o:6 great vn.lue in con1:-
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nection· with fore~gn .undertakings {R. 2065_;6) . For
the fore:seeable futur~ the company would a:ely -0n the
N-ew York banks for this type of advice and help,
-wllich a Phllade:lphia bank could .not provide ''under
.any circtifnstanee" (R. '2071-2,, ,2074). Even if all
Philadelphla banlrs :should merge,, New York will
-Oontinue to be the centel.' of international :6.uanee (R.
2074).

Rohm & Ilaas. No Philadelphia bank can supply
.service related to fo1·eign. ·operations ''remotely .approaching" that supplied by banks in other ·cities, and
it takes one or two generations to set up a foreign
banking system (R. 2112-3). The company has had
Tl.D;Usual growth, whi~h has not been adversely affected
by the maximum loan limit of Philadelphia banks
-(R. 2108). Its $20,000,-000 line of credit with Phila<lelpbia banks is more than sufficient to cover its borrowing needs (R. 2092, 2110).
T1iangle Publications. It had in the past borrowed
:$10,000,000 from a Chicago bank. Its reason for hav·'
ing wished to borrow from one bank rather than a
pa~ticipation Joan was that the company, which is
~closely held (R. 2116) J did not w.ant to divulge in.formation concerning its business to more people
·than necessal'y (R. 2117).
Bankers Secivrities Oo1·pott·ation. A Boston bank
was the lead bank :in a $10,000,000 loan, with PNB,
Gi'.rard and a third Philadelphia bank each having a
:$2,500,000 participation (R. 2127). It would cont inue its banking relationship with the Boston bank
irrespectiye of a PNB-Girard merger (R. 2134-5).
668GGl>-62-6
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Sun Oil. It has had since 1948 a line of credit
with a group of banks but until 1956 made little use
of this credit (R. 2141). A New York bank had
originally been the lead bank but in a 1956 credit
agreement PNB was made the lead hank (R. 2142-3).
A. subsidiary obtained a $10,000,000 loan (originally
·expected to be $7,000,000) from a Ne\v York bank
because the desired loan was thought to be too close
to PNB's loan limit (R. 2144).
Pennsylvania Powm· wnd Light. The lead banks il1
its bank borrowings have been New York banks, the
relationship with these having started in 1920 when
the Power Company was 01·ganized (R. 2167-2171).
The advantage to the company· of its New York
bank connections is that these banks, in addition to.
their larger lending limits, have departments offering valuable specialized services for public utility
companies (R. 2171-2).
Girard 's president testified that there '\Yere five compailies whose deposits or additional deposits might be:
obtained by a bank larger in size than Girard now is,.
but his testimony disclosed that, with one possibleexception (Lehigh Portland Cement), this result was
mere hope or surmise (R. 2222-4) .63
The evidence not only fails to establish that the
hlgher lending limit of the merged bank would bring
new enterprises to the Philadelphia area, but the
most pertinent testimony is to the contrary. Defense witness Graves, executive "dee president
53

Atlantic Refining and Sun Oil were two of the compnnies
named, and t.heir situation is c-0vered by the testimony giveni
by their officers.
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of a non-profit corporation set up jointly by
the City Government and Chamber of Commerce
of Philadelphia, knew of no instance in which a plant
had failed to locate in Philadelphia because of inadequate commercial banking facilities there, and no.
instance in which a plant had left the Philadelphia.
area because o:f inadequacy in its commercial banking
facilities (R. 2285-6). Similarly, Girard's president
knew of no business which would come to the Philadelphia area as a result of a PNB-Girard merger, and
no business which had failed to come to Philadelphia
because of the small size of its banks (R. 2224-2225) ..
This case can be summarized in a few words. The
merger admittedly will unite two of the principal
banking institutions in Philadelphia-already the sec·ond and third largest-into a single huge concern with
total deposits of more than $1,600,000,000, total loans
of more than $950,000,000 and total trusts with assets
of nearly $2,900,000,000. It will completely eliminate
active competition between the merging banks. It
will give the merged bank a commanding position in
the relevaJ.lt market, with 36 percent of all deposits,.
34 percent of all net loans, and 37 percent of all assets
of all commercial banks in the four-county Philadelphia area. It will further increase the too-rapid
trend towards concentration of banking power-an increase in which the previous mergers of each of these
banks have played a significant i·ole. Against this,
the banks offer no serious business justification. They
are in excellent economic condition. The only ad-
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vantage they suggest is that a few big concerns
might-it was not shown that they would-find it an
advantage to do business 'With a Philadelphia bank
having a highe1~ lending limit. This narrow ad.van~
tage to some hypothetical big borrower would not
justify the injury to thousands of existing customers
resulting fxom the l'eS'traint of competition which this
merger would plainly cause.

THE PROPOSED MERGER :VXOLATES SECTION 7 OF THE
-CLAYTON A:Cl'

If the Court agrees with our analysis in Point III
that the merger violates .Seotion 1 of the .Sherman
Act, there is no occasion ,to consider whether it violates Section '!/ o:f the Clayton Act. ·The eomplaint in
this case, ihowe-ver~ also alleged violation o:f the latter
1Secti.on, and we now show ibri~Ily that -the merger

.contravenes its pr-0visions.
We recognize that when the bill whiob. became the
Bank Me1·ger Act of 1960 was under consideration in
Congress, both the Depat.tnrent ·of J.ustice and the
Banking and Currency Committees of the H-0use and
:Senate were of the opinion that ·bank mergers were
asset acquisitions and not within Seetion 7 of tbe
Clayton A-e't.114 However, these views, on a matter not
directly involv.ed in the Bank Merger Act, are not :de~isiv:e. See )United States v. duPont & Oo., 353 U.S.
586, 590. The decisiv-e considerations, we believe, demonstrate that Section ·7 does ·cov~r ·bank mergers.
~4

See Gira.rd Motion to Affirm, 10-12.

A. SEOJ.'ION 7 IS AP.l'LIO.ABLE TO THE MERGER

The.· question wirether Section 7 appries- at all to· this
merger arises out of the: :following, cll!cumstances:
Prior' to 1950t- Seeti0n. 7i cevered ·only stock acquisitions-.. Its: failure alsoJ to' reach asset acquisitions made
it manifestly :inadequate to d'eal effectively with many
corporate combinations which posed a serious anticompetitive· threat.510 It was this; gap[in: the statutory
scheme,. whieh prohibited anticompetitive corporate
combinations.. accomplished by stock acquisitions, but
permitted identical combinations when achieved by

asset acquisitions,. or it seemed,56 statu:tory: merger,
S'ee B rmJ>n Shoe, supra, 3'i0 U.S. at 312-316 ;· Handier and
Robinson, .A: Decade. of Administ'l'ation o1 th~ Oeller-Kefawue'f
.Anti'rnerger Act,16.1 Col. L. Rev. 629" 652-653.
56 In Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Elec. (Jo. v. Federal, Trade Oomr
mission, 29! U.S. 587; 595, the Court said that Section '7 dbes not
forbid ~'the· merger of carponitions: pursuant to state laws,,n but
we believe this, statement is limited by its context. The critical
facts in that case were: The controlling stockholders of two
companies, desiring to bring them under cpm.mon control,
formed a holding company, whicI1 eAcha.ngecl its stock for all
the. common: stock o-f the. twe manufacturing companies. After
the Commission had issued a. Section 7 complaint against the
holding company, steps were taken to escape the Cbmmission's
jurisdiction. Two new holding companies, were.. formed, each
acquired al1 the common stock of one of the manufacturing
compn-nies in exchange for its own stock, and each issued its
stock directly to th& stockholders. of the oFiginalr holding company. This company- thereupon dissolved! and the two· new holding companies and their respective manufacturing subsicliari-es
merged into one corporation. The.. Commission, after i8suing
a; supplemental complaint against the corporation thus created,
ordered it to· divest itself of the stock o:fi one of the manufacturing companies and to include in the divestment the company's
manufacturing propertlies and facilities.
'Fne Commissfon contended that, in issuing an order requiring
stock divestment, it migll.t validly dasrega:rtt steps ta.ken to de5 is

1
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which led to the Celler-Kefauver Anti-Merger Act of
1950. The basic purpose of the 1950 statute was to
:plug this loophole and to "make clear" that the sub~
stantive provisions of Section 7 applied to "all types
o:f mergers and acquisitions, vertical and conglomerate
as well as horizontal'' (H. Rep. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st
Sess., p. 11).
The 1950 statute extended the prohibitions of Section 7 to cover asset acquisitions by any corporation
subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission. There is no indication in the legislative history why the prohibition on asset acquisitions was
limited to such corporations, and was not made coextensive with the broader ban on stock acquisitions.
Banks are not subject the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission, and it is thus clear that an
asset acquisition by a bank would not be covered by
Section 7. But a statutory merger 01· consolidation,
such as is here involved, is neither a pure asset nor a
pm·e stock acquisition. It is, rather, a hybrid form of
corporate combination which :partakes of and has the
chal'acteristics of both.
1. Since the anticompetitive effect of a statutory
merger or consolidation is just as great as that of a

to

:feat the Commission's jurisdiction. But this Court said thnt
each of the manufacturing companies l1ad preferred stock which
was outstanding in the hands of the public prior to the merger,
that the merger :required consent by the preferred stockholders,
and that the Commission was therefore not entitled to net upon
the basis that the existing, merger-cref.lted corporation wns a
mere c1•eature or a'tte7' ego of the oft'ending original holding
company. See 291 U.S. at 597-598. The Court further held that
the Commission, unlike a court of equity, did not have the power
to grant relief beyond that specifieially authorized by statute
(pp. 598-599).
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stoek acquisition, effectuation of the policies of the
1950 Act requires that this form of corporate consolidation should not be treated as an asset acquisitionand henee not covered by Section 7 if made by a corpo1·ation not subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal
Trade Commission-unless it plainly and unequivo...
cally is one. The question, therefore, is whether-in
light of the legislative intent in the 1950 Act to erect
"'a barrier to what Congress saw was the rising tide of
economic concentration" and "to create an effective
tool for· preventing all mergers having demonstrable
anticompetitive effects" (B1·own Shoe, supni,, 370 U.S.
at 317, 319)-statutory mergers of corporations not
subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission shall be deemed outside the prohibitions of
Section 7. The legislative history shows that Congress
intended the prohibitions of Section 7 to cover ''all
types of mergers and acquisitions" that had the proscribed anticompetitive effect; this history nowhere
suggests that Congress intended an exception for such
an important area of the ·economy as bank combinations, which are ti•aditionally accomplished through
statutory mergers and consolidations :rather than
through acquisitions of assets or stock. Moreover,
statutoxy mergers, far from being plainly and unequivocally asset acquisitions, are very different from
the ordinary purchase of assets.
A merger necessarily involves the complete disappearance of one of the merging corporations. .A.
sale o:f assets, on the other hand, may involve no
more than a substitution of cash for some part of
the selling company's properties, with no change in
corporate structure and no change in stockholder

interests. Shareholders of merging corporations surrender their interests in those corporations .in
exchange for their very different rights in the
resulting' corporation. In an asset acquisition, however, the shareholders of the selling corporation obtain
no· interest m the purchasing corporation and retain
no interest in the assets t:uansferred. In a merger,.
rutlike an asset acquisition, the resulting fuw auto ...
matically acquires all' the rights, powers, :franchises,
liabilities, and fi.dttciary rights and obligations o:f the
merging firms. In a merger, but not in an asset
acquisition, there is the Tikelihood of a continuity
o-f management. and other personnel. Finally, a
merger, like a stock acquisition, neceasa.rily involves
the acqui.sitiOJOl by one co:rporati0n of an. immediate
voice in the management of the business of another
corporation; no voice in the decisions· of another corpo:ration is: acquired by purchase of some part of its
assets. Plainly, a statutory; merger is quite unlike
the typical acquisition of assets, .such as was involved
in Columbia Steel, the ease which provided the- impetus :for the 1950' Act.
Among the many di:fferences mentioned abo:ve is
one distinction which is of central importance to the
purposes of Section 7. Mergers, like stock acquisitions, necessarily involve the acquisition by the corporation of an immediate voice in the management of
another business.. Indeed, it was this expansion oi
power over corporate de.eisions affecting competition
which must have appeared the p:rimary threat to
competition when the first Section 7 was passed in
1914. In contrast, no voice- in the decisions of a
different business is necessarily acquired when a cor-
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poration pur~hases some pa:nt of the assets of that
business.
From the standpoint 0£ the ev.ils Section 7 was
designed toi prevent-threat of substantial lessening
of c<:>mpetition or tencl'.ency: to monop0ly. resulting;
f:uom bringiing· the, econ0mic po:wer om mcl.eIDend!ent.
eorporations. l:Ulder si!ngle contxol-agreement. between
two. corpo.rati:onsi and their respec.tri.v.e stockholders 1:01
effectuate a merger·and the. dixect acquis:iifiion e-£ st00k
1

of anothe:tt coxporationi are both essentially different
fllom. and inherently more dang.e1~ous than--the
orili.narsc purchase ofi some· paTt o:fi tb.e· assets- o:fi an0the1~·cOli]>oration, as to which pt1.T~hase the seope of the
1950- Act is limited to corporati.ons subject t0: the juris:dictien o.f· the Eederal Tra:de Commission. In: this
~espect a merger,, even m0re- th"OO a stock acquisition;
sta1a.ds. m. shru:p c0nt11ast to the 0rdina1y pUllchase oii
assets. It is this- contrast which,. we· submit, best
explains the staitute'S' 0the1·vcise-w1iol1y.-irraition.al: distinction between asset aequisitions;. as to, which its
scope i& liimite<ili,. roid all other prohiill>ited· combi!il:ations.
2: In its essennial elements, the PNB-Gi:i;ardi me:ug.e r· mo:re closely :r:esembles a st0ck acquisiti0n than an
asset· acqu.isiilion.
The meirger agreement providec1 that G:i:ra]]d: be consolidated W't th PNB p.rursuant. to Section 20 o:fi the
natienal banking law.s,. 12 U.S~C .. (Supp4 :EI) 215;
unde:v the charter of FNB, that all of PNB-.'s stock re:matn 0utstandtlng as~ shaires of the merg~d: ~an..k, that
each slial!e of· Girard be convened int0 1.2875 shal!es
of the· merged ·bank,. that the m.e:rrge& bank be subject
to all the liab~tiesi of PNB and Gbza:rdi,. am.di that all
of their property and prope1·ty rights be vested :im: it
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(GX 117, R. 2717; GX 119, R. 2718-20). This agreement provided, in substance, for an exchange of
Girard stock for PNB stock.
..
The essence of the transaction was that the outstanding stock of two banks, presently under separate
and different owne1·ship, would be brought under common ownership by exchange of Girard stock for stock
of a bank ope1·ating under the name and charter of
PNB and possessed of PNB's assets and business
(plus those of Girard). The carrying out of this
transaction would have exactly the same effect as an
exchange of all of Girard's stock for PNB stock,
followed by dissolution of Girard (then a 100 percent
subsidiary of PNB). The basic objective of the transaction was the joining together of two going corporate
organizations and a commingling of the interests of
their shareholders. Certainly from the standpoint of
the stockholders of the two banks the heart of the
transaction was the agreed basis :for exchange of
stock-1.2875 shares of PNB for each share of Girard.
In completing the analogy to an acquisition of stock
in Girard by PNB, one final point deserves mention.
In the case of bank mergers, as with most statutoly
mergers, the surviving corporation would be obligated
by statute to pay to any shareholder of the acquired
corporation who dissented from the plan of merger
the value of the shares he held at the date of merger.
The surviving bank is, in short, required by statute
to purchase at least some of the sha1·es of stock of
the acquired corporation, assuming that less than o.ll
-0f the latter's shareholders agreed to the merger. 12
(Supp. II) 215(b); 12
(Supp. II)
215a(b).

u.s.c#

u.s.c.
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Recognition of these similarities of a statutory
merger to a stock acquisition-as well as an awareness
of the differences from an asset acquisition (see suprci,
pp. 75-77)-mayhaveled this Court in Brown Shoe Oo.
v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, to treat the BrownKinney merger as a stock, not an asset, acquisition, although the merger was effectuated pursuant to statutory provisions similar, in all material respects, to
those involved here.51 At the outset of its opinion it
said that the action brought by the United States
alleged that "a contemplated merger" between Kinney
and Brown, "through an exchange of IGnney for
Brown stock," would violate Section 7 of the Clayton
Act. 310 U.S. at 296. The Court then said (ibid.):
The Act, as amended, provides in pertinent
part:
"No corporation engaged in commerce shall
acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any
part of the stock or other share capital * '-+ *
of another corporation engaged also in commerce, where in any line of commerce in any
section of the country, the effect of such acqui~ition may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly."
In the Court's view it was apparently the stock acquisition prohibition 0£ Section 7 which was control~
ling, and the asset acquisition prohibition, represented
by asterisks in the Court's quotation of the section,
was not considered pertinent.
Compare §§ 86, 89 0£ the New York Stock Corporation
Law with 12 U.S.C. (Supp. II) 215.
The question of whether the Brown-Kinney merger was
a stock or asset acquisition was not raised or argued in Brown
Shoe, supra.
111

SQ
B. THE PROJ.>OSED MERGER VIOLATES SECTION 7

At the 1961 term this Court fully and carefully considered the circumstances under which a horizontal
merger violates Section 7 of the Clayton .A.et.
The. Oourt,. in Brown Skoe Oo. v. Un#ed States,.
370. U.S. 294, first recognized that the ''dominant
theme pexvading congressional consideration o:f the
195.© amendments was a fear of what was considered
to be a rising tide of economic concentration in the
American economy" and that a "keystone in the erection of a ba1·rier'' to this tide was "provision of authority :for arresting mergers at a time when the trend
to. a lessening 0£ competition in a line of commerce
was still in its incipienc.yu (370 U.S. 315, 317). In
establishing: standards of illegality to effeetuate these
purposes of Congress, the Court held that, while "the
market share which ~ompanies may conti:ol by merging is one of the most important factors to be considered,,, (370 U.S. 343) and is a factor to be considered in light of the effects of approving all industry
mergers of this size and not merely the effects of the
one before the Court (370 U.S. 343-344), Congress
indicated plainly that a "merger had to be functionally
viewed, in the eontext of its particular industi·y''
(370 U.S. 321-322).
Congress, the Cou1t noted, had indicated that the
courts should consider, among others, such factors as
whether ''a whole or material part of the competitive
activity of an enterprise, which had been a substantial
factor in competition, had been eliminated" and
whether "the l'elative size of the acquiring corporation had inereased to· such a point that its advantage

.over competitors threatened to be ~decisive"" (37.0
U.S. 321, n. '36). 'To these considerations the ·Court
.added: -tbe 'degnee .of .concentr.ation ·of the mdustcy
in which th.e merg.er w.as .to take place, the trend of
-the industry towa-rds .concentration and dominance
by a few -firms, the .ease of entry of new fums, and the
presence of such mitigating factors ~as the business
failure of one of the par.ties or the need :of tw.0 small
firms to merge if they are ,to ·beeome meaningful competitoxs in the market (37.0 U.S. 322, 345-346).
In our discussion of tbe -validity of -the PNBGirard merger under Section 1 .of the Sherman .Aet
·we have developed in .detail the relevant facts
bearing upon the factors discussed in Brown
Shoe. We therefore believe it sufficient to indicate in
summazy :fashion, that in terms of these factors, there
is here far greater danger and probability of a substantial lessening o:f competition than in Brown Shoe.
Here, the share of the relevant market which the
mei:ger would bring under the control of the merging
parties, 36 per.c.ent, 118 wo.uJd incontestably be , far
grea:te:r hha:n in Bfi·own .SJioe:, and this inerease in concentratien -w-Guld -PCCILr in~ industry in which there
is ev.ery :neasoli to b.elieve that approval of this merger
would T.eg_uir-e :the eoux.t ''to approve future merger
-efforts * .-x· ~ by ·* * * ieompetitors seeking similar
market shares" -(370 IT.:S. 24:4) .r:."' The whole of the
·competitive aetivity of an enterprise, which had ·b een
a substantial factor in competition, weuld be ,eliminated. 60 These changes would take place in an indus1

See supra, p. 39.
s& See SV/JYra, pp. 58-59.
60 See supra, pp. 39-43.
~s
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try which has, in the last decade, been characterized by
an alarnring rush towards concentration °1 and by surprisingly few new entries to replace the disappearing
competitors.1;2 The result of the merger would be to
c~eate in the relevant market a dominant giant whieh
would dwarf the comparati-ve position of the BrownKinney combine.es There are, as in B1·own Shoe,, no
substantial mitigating factors. 64
In sum, we submit that under the tests of illegality
applied in Brown Shoe and nnder the holding in that
case, the me1·ge1· of PNB and Girard very plainly
"triolates Section 7 of the Clayton A.ct.
CONCLUSION

The judgment of the district court should be re-

versed, and the cause should be remanded to that
court to enter judgment enjoining the proposed merger.
Respectfully submitted.
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.APPENDIX
Section 18 (c) of the Federal Deposit Insu1·ance
.A.ct, as ru.nended by the Bank Merge:r Act of May 13,
1960, 74 Stat. 129, ·12 U.S.C. (Supp. II) 1828(c),
provides in pertinent part:
* * ·x· No insured bank shall n1erge 01· consolidate with any other insured bank or, either di1·ectly or indirectly, acquire the assets of, or assume liability to pay any deposits made in,
any other insured bank without the prior written consent (i) of: the Comptroller of the Currency if the acquiring, assuming, or resulting
bank is to be a national bank or a District bank,
or (ii) of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System if the acquiring, assuminp:,

or resulting bank is to be a State me1nber bank
(except a District bank), or (iii) of the Corporation if the acquiring, assuming, or resulting bank is to be a nonmember insured bank
(except a District bank). * * * In granting
or withholding· consent under this subsection,
the Comptroller, the Board, or the Corporation,
as the case may be, shall consider the financial history and condition of each o:f the banks
involved, the adequacy of its capital structure,
its future earnings prospects, the general character of its management, the convenience and
needs of the community to be served, and
whe.ther or not its corporate powers are con8istent with the pu1'Poses of this chapter. In
the case of a n1erger, consolidation, acquisition of assets, or assum-ption of liabilities, the
appropriate agency shall also take into consideration the effect of the transaction on competition (including any tendeney toward monop(83)
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oly), and shall not approve the transaction
unless, after considering all of such factors, it
:finds the transaction to be in the public interest. In the interests of uniform standards, before acting on a merger, consolidation, acquisition of assets, or assumption of liabilities under
this subsection, .t he agency '* * * shall request a
report on the competitiv-e factors involved
fTom the Attorney General and the othe:r two
banking agencies referred to in this subsection * * '*. The Comptroller, the Board, ·and
the Co1·poxation shall each include in its annual report to the Congress a description of
each merger, consolidation, acquisition of assets, or assumption Df liabilities approved by
it during the period -covered by the report,
along with the following information: ·* * * a
statement by the Comptroller, the Board, or
'the Corporation, ns the case may be, of the
basis for its approval. * * *
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